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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Rand Estate, Niagara-on-the-Lake: Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report
for 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte Street has been prepared by
Brendan Stewart with ERA Architects (ERA) on behalf of Save Our Rand
Estate (SORE), a local community association established to support
responsible development within the Rand Estate.
The report is intended specifically to inform a forthcoming Conservation
Review Board hearing regarding the potential designation of a portion
of the Rand Estate under the Ontario Heritage Act (200 John Street East
and 588 Charlotte Street). It serves as an independent assessment which
summarizes the research and analysis of the authors to date.
Each property on the Rand Estate tells a portion of its evolving history not
evident elsewhere, and the heritage significance of these two properties
is integral to the estate’s history and character. The report provides an
historical overview of the estate, an analysis of its evolution over time,
and a detailed analysis of the two properties which are the subject of
the hearing.
As the report outlines, both 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte
Street were found to meet the criteria for determining cultural heritage
value under the Act. Based on this evaluation and the findings in this
report, both properties are considered to be candidates for designation.

1.

Opposite: Sketch of the Main House (Source: Old Niagara-on-the-Lake by
Peter Stokes).
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1

Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Contents
This report has been prepared on behalf of Save Our Rand Estate (SORE),
a local community association established to support responsible
development within the Rand Estate in Niagara-on-the-Lake. SORE
has retained its authors, Brendan Stewart and ERA Architects (ERA), to
provide ongoing expert assistance in this regard since 2020 and 2018,
respectively.
The report is intended specifically to inform a forthcoming Conservation
Review Board (CRB) hearing regarding the potential designation of 200
John Street East and 588 Charlotte Street (the “Subject Lands”) in Niagaraon-the-Lake, under the Ontario Heritage Act.
The report provides an historical overview and analysis for the whole of
the Rand Estate, as well as an evaluation of the two properties which are
the subject of the CRB hearing. It serves as an independent assessment
which summarizes the research and analysis of the authors to date.

The major focus of the report is the history and character of the estate
since it came under the ownership of the Rand family in 1910, with an
emphasis on the Subject Lands. The report aims not to replicate the
analysis of other experts in areas such as the earlier history of these lands.
The series of figures in this section serve to situate the Rand Estate within
Niagara-on-the-Lake, to illustrate the boundary of the study area, and to
identify its component properties and elements. Key terms and naming
conventions used throughout this report are also identified.
The study area was assessed through site visits and through research.
Primary sources consulted include oral histories, drawings, photographs,
maps and aerial photography. Secondary sources include local
publications, archival newspapers, and online historical sources.
The report is divided into six main chapters:
•
•

1.2 Scope and Methodology

•

The following section outlines the scope and methodology for this
report, which has been prepared in accordance with the CRB’s prescribed
guidelines for expert reports.
The study area for this report encompasses all the lands which historically
comprised the Rand Estate. These lands include the four large properties
of 144 John Street East (“144 John Street”), 176 John Street East (“176
John Street”), 200 John Street East (“200 John Street”) and 588 Charlotte
Street, as well as the series of smaller properties at 580 Charlotte Street,
2-50 Weatherstone Court and 1-9 Christopher Street.

1

Section 1.0 – Introduction describes the purpose and context for
the report, outlines the scope and methodology, and describes
the study area in a series of maps.
Section 2.0 – The History of the Rand Estate provides a high-level
overview of the history of the estate, structured according to four
major eras of development.
Section 3.0 – The Rand Estate as a Cultural Heritage Landscape
provides an analysis of the estate as it exists1, describing its built
and landscape features, and overall design.
As it existed at the time that Notices of Intention to Designate were issued for 144, 176 and
200 John Street East, and 588 Charlotte Street, by the Town-of-Niagara-on-the-Lake, on
August 16, 2018.

2.

Opposite: The Lodge and adjoining greenhouse prior to alterations, date
unknown (Source: Rand Family).
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•

•
•

Section 4.0 – Cultural Heritage Analysis of the Subject Lands
provides an analysis of the estate as it relates to the corpus of
work of landscape architects Howard and Lorrie DuningtonGrubb.
Section 5.0 – Evaluation of the Subject Lands Under O. Reg. 9/06
evaluates 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte Street for
cultural heritage value or interest under Ontario Regulation 9/06.
Section 6.0 – Conclusion draws together the report’s analytical
elements as they relate to the purpose and context for the report,
in the form of a brief conclusion.

The sequence of these chapters varies from the CRB’s guidelines such
that the review of the site’s history is presented before the analysis of
the site as it exists (Chapters 2.0 and 3.0, respectively). The rationale is
to first introduce the site’s broader history, and then consolidate the
design-oriented chapters which are the focus of this report (Chapters
3.0 and 4.0).
Appended to the report are the following appendices:
•
•
•

Appendix A – Interview Notes contains notes from oral interviews
conducted by the authors.
Appendix B – Aerial Photographs contains a chronology of aerial
photographs of the study area.
Appendix C – Dunington-Grubb Drawings contains selected drawings relating to the study area.

Further primary and secondary source materials can be provided upon
request.
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Land Acquisition and Land Division of the Rand Estate

1910
4.

5

1919

1927

1947

The sequence of land acquisition by the Rand family between
1910-1927, and land division from 1947 to the present day. The
study area boundary is outlined in red.
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Study Area Terminology
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200 John Street East
Estate Wall

Estate Wall

144 John
Street

176 John
Street

16
Gate

13

Gate
Gate

11

21
17

15

Gate

22
14

12

10

4
18
20

588 Charlotte
Street

Estate Wall

3

Pool

4

Tea House (tea pavilion, pool pavilion)

5

Change House (pool house, bath pavilion, folly)

6

Pergola

7

Carriage House (garage)

8

Circular Mound Garden (memorial garden)

9

Whistle Stop (wooden gazebo)

13 Sunken Garden

8

14 Tennis Court
200 John
Street

15 Stone Garden Pillars

144 John Street East
16 Sheets House (Devonian house)

Main Walk

9

Swimming Pool Garden

12 Conical Pavilion (Victorian wooden gazebo)
5

19

2

10 Main House (Randwood)
11 Brick Pavilion

6

3

1

Lodge (guest house, Calvin Rand summer house)

176 John Street East

2
7

1

17 Coach House

588 Charlotte Street
18 Barn and Stables (main dwelling)

Gate

19 Outbuilding
20 Sheds

580 Charlotte Street
21 Gatehouses

9 Weatherstone Court
22 Milkhouse and Stables
6.

Aerial map indicating key elements and terminology within
the Rand Estate. Naming conventions are shown in bold and
alternate names in italics (Source: Google/ERA).
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7.

Aerial photograph from
1971 showing the Main
Walk, Circular Mound
Garden, Lodge, Carriage
House and Swimming
Pool Garden8 at 200 John
28 2021
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Street (Source: Niagara
Air Photo Library).
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2

The History of The Rand Estate
2.1 Introduction
The following chapter provides an historical overview of the Rand
Estate. Following a brief overview of the site’s context prior to the Rand
family’s arrival on the estate, the chapter characterizes the estate’s
history across four major eras of development. These eras chart the
evolution of the estate from the original land purchase in 1910 to the
present day, and summarize some of the drivers and physical changes
across that time. They span multiple generations and branches of the
family, and Figure 8 illustrates the family tree.
The Rand family was a prominent banking family in Buffalo, New York in the
early 20th century. George Franklin Rand (“George Sr.”) has been credited
with the establishment of the first consolidated banking system in New
York State which began with the consolidation of several banks into a
single institution called the Marine Trust Company of which George Sr. was
president at the time of his death in 1919.1 The Rand Building in Buffalo
was constructed in 1929 by the Marine Trust Company and named in
honour of George Sr. for “the outstanding services rendered by him to
the Marine Trust Company of Buffalo and its predecessors.”2 Following
his father’s legacy, George Franklin Rand II (“George Jr.”) also served as
president of the Marine Trust Company as well as several other banking
institutions in Buffalo and is also credited with the development of the
modern commercial banking system in New York State.3
The Rands were strong supporters of the military, often making donations
to the troops at the Niagara Camp and entertaining military officials on
the estate.4 It was on a business trip to Europe in December 1919 that
George Sr. was taken to La Tranchée des Baïonnettes (the Trench of the
Bayonets) in Verdun, the site of a WWI battle during which a regiment of
French soldiers were attacked and buried suddenly, leaving only the tops

of their bayonets visible. He was so moved by the story of these soldiers
that he committed to donating 500,000 francs to erect a monument on
the site.5 The next day, George Sr. was killed in a plane crash on his way
home. His children honoured his commitment by donating the funds
for the monument in his name and travelled to France in 1920 for its
dedication.6
The Rands were also known to be a very generous family. Various family
members sat on the board of directors for several institutions and cultural
foundations in addition to holding memberships to a variety of social
clubs throughout Buffalo. In 1919, to honour George Sr.’s intention to
establish and contribute to the Buffalo Foundation, George Jr. and his
siblings donated $150,000 in their parent’s names, marking the beginning
of the Buffalo Foundation’s service to the community which remains
ongoing under the Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo.7 George
Jr.’s son, Calvin Gordon Rand, was also known for his philanthropic work in
Canada and the United States. He was the co-founder of both the Niagara
Institute for International Studies, a private, non-profit foundation that
held a variety of conferences and seminars on Canada-U.S. issues, and
the Shaw Festival, an internationally renowned theatre festival that has
grown to become a major Canadian and Ontario cultural icon.8

8.

Opposite: View of the greenhouse and foundation plantings, date unknown
(Source: Rand Family)
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Rand Family Tree
Selected Descendants
George Franklin Rand II
1891-1942
Isabel Williams
1896-1951

George Franklin Rand III
1923-1991
Isabel Hadley Rand
1924-2012
Robin Ellis* (née Rand)

Calvin Gordon Rand
1929-2016

Melissa Robb* (née Rand)

m. Patricia Andrew
Jennifer Griffis* (née Rand)

George Franklin Rand
1867-1919
Vina Sofia Fisher
1866-1919

Evelyn Rand
1899-1980

Henry Bennett Sheets Jr.
1925-2011

Henry Bennett Sheets
1897-1970

Rand Sheets
1930-1962

Gretchen Rand
1901-1960
Charles Paterson Penney
1894-1967

Charles Rand Penney
1923-2010
Virginia Penney
1926-2010
Evelyn Penney
1929-1972

Calvin Gordon Rand
1906-1923

11
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9.

Rand family tree showing selected
descendants. Infant deaths are not
shown. Asterisks (*) indicate those
interviewed for this report, and others
in their generation are not shown.
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2.2 Context Prior to 1910
The Niagara Peninsula, home to Indigenous peoples for millennia, saw
the arrival of European settlers in the late 18th century. Niagara-on-theLake, then known as Newark, was the temporary capital of Upper Canada
from 1792-1796, and the lands which today comprise the Rand Estate
were among a larger Crown grant to the Honourable Peter Russell in the
1790s9. Shortly thereafter, the land was sold to the Honourable William
H. Dickson. He divided the land among his sons, who established two
estates known as ‘Woodlawn’ and ‘Rowanwood.10’
By the late 19th century, the community had become a popular tourist
destination, or ‘summer colony’ for Americans, who were attracted to
the picturesque landscape, historical significance, modern amenities,
proximity to the border, and easy access by rail, ferry, and private vehicles11.
Paradise Grove, located on the eastern boundary of the military reserve,
was popular as a destination for short day trips from Buffalo, New York.
The arrival of the railway in the 1850s, and its linkage to Buffalo in the
1860s, ushered in this period of significant growth in tourism.
The two estates remained under the ownership of the Dickson family until
Rowanwood was sold to Caroline Robertson in the 1860s, before being
sold again in the 1870s to John H. Lewis for use as a summer retreat. In
the early 1870s, Woodlawn was purchased by General Henry Livingston
Lansing of Buffalo, who settled permanently on the estate and made
alterations to the buildings and landscape throughout his lifetime12.

10. Right: 1894 Souvenir historical map of the Town of Niagara (Source: Brock
University)
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11. Bird’s-eye view of the Niagara River, showing rail lines and featured in ‘Summer Tours via the Michigan Central Railroad,’ 1890 (Source: Library of Congress)

13
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Among the Americans summering in Niagara-on-the-Lake were the Rands,
a prominent family based in Buffalo. There, George Franklin Rand was
a leading businessman who would later be ‘credited with giving New
York State its first consolidated banking system’13. At the junction of the
Erie Canal and the Great Lakes, Buffalo was a growing metropolis with
a population larger than that of Toronto at the time and in 1901, hosted
millions at the Pan-American Exposition.
The Rand family established their presence in the summer colony when
they purchased part of the ‘Woodlawn’ estate in 191014. By the early
1900s, as depicted in early photographs, the northern portion of the
estate had evolved to include a mix of mature trees, spacious lawns, and
circulation paths. As well, earlier sales advertisements for “Woodlawn”
listed several features on the site including a three-storey brick dwelling,
coach house, stables, barn, orchards, lawns, meadows, and pastures,
some of which may have been on the original land purchased by the
Rands in 191015.

12. Right “Rowanwood” and “Woodlawn” as featured in ‘Illustrated Niagara-onthe-Lake, Canada: engravings of some of her many attractions,’ 1900 (Source:
Brock University)
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2.3 Eras of Development on the Rand Estate
2.3.1 1910 to 1940s: Summer Colony and Ornamental
Farm

the addition of a private whistle stop shelter along the rail line, and the
laying out of gardens, roads, paths, and fields.

The association of the study area with the Rand family began in 1910 with
the first purchase of land by George Sr. for the family’s use as a summer
retreat. He and his wife, Vina Sofia Fisher, had four children, George,
Evelyn, Gretchen and Calvin. A leading businessman in Buffalo, George
Sr. was known to have taken the daily passenger service from Buffalo to
the private train stop on his new summer estate in Niagara-on-the-Lake.

The estate was a vibrant social setting, with the Rands hosting countless
events that ranged from formal garden parties and dances to tennis
tournaments and annual firework displays20. The swimming pool, believed
to be the first private pool in the community, was said to have been the
central attraction for entertaining. The estate also supported a working
life during this period, with the establishment of ‘Randwood Farms,
Ltd.’ in 192921. A series of stables and outbuildings were constructed to
support a small-scale farming operation that included prize-winning
cattle and horses, chickens, orchards, vegetable gardens and possibly
a plant nursery22.

Niagara-on-the-Lake was becoming established at this time as a popular
‘summer colony’ for Buffalonians, an American phrase with a similar
meaning to the Canadian ‘cottage country’.
The Rands’ original land purchase included the house named Woodlawn,
which they renamed ‘Randwood’. In two subsequent purchases, the
family acquired two adjacent parcels in 191916 and 192717, respectively,
completing their expansive estate to a scale of 50 acres. On the adjacent
parcel to the west, George Jr. built a new house to replace the former
Rowanwood, for his sister, Evelyn Rand Sheets, and her branch of the
family18.
The Rands commissioned landscape architects Howard and Lorrie
Dunington-Grubb of Toronto to produce designs for their summer
estate. The Dunington-Grubbs worked on the estate throughout this
era, producing drawings for a sunken garden and a swimming pool
garden, as well as providing ornamental plant material through their
company, Sheridan Nurseries19. Throughout the time the DuningtonGrubbs worked on the estate, extensive changes were taking place
such as alterations to existing buildings, construction of new buildings,

15
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13. Front of the Main House after alterations c.1924 (Source: Niagara Falls Public
Library)

14. View towards the Conical Pavilion c.1942 (Source: Rand Family).

15. View of the front entrance to the Lodge, date unknown (Source: Rand Family).

16. View of the Tea House from the Pergola c.1930 (Source: Sheridan Nurseries
Archives).
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2.3.2 1950s to 1960s: Mid-century Summer Colony,
Recreation, Arts and Culture
The Rand Estate farming operations began to scale down towards the
end of the previous era with the severance and sale of a significant
portion of the farmland in 194723 including the Milkhouse and Stables,
and Gatehouses, on Charlotte Street. Some of the agricultural aspects
remained throughout the 1950s-1960s including orchards, vegetable
gardens and possibly plant nurseries. Evelyn Rand Sheets, a noted
equestrian, along with the rest of the Rand and Sheets families continued
to maintain horses on the estate.
In the mid-1950s, Henry Bennett Sheets Jr., Evelyn’s son, converted the
Barn and Stables at the rear of the property into a summer residence
for his family including a separate apartment for his brother. Many of
the building’s original features were incorporated into the design of the
residence24. These alterations marked the beginning of a larger pattern
of the next generation of Rands sensitively adapting existing buildings
on the estate for new uses to accommodate the family’s growth while
continuing to maintain the character of the large country estate.

17. 588 Charlotte Street stables prior to alterations, date unknown (Source: Rand
Family).

The estate became associated during this period with the Shaw Festival,
co-founded by Calvin Gordon Rand in 1962 in part to advance the
development of theatre arts in Canada. Throughout the festival’s first
decade, the Main House and the estate grounds were the setting for
annual opening dinners and post-performance parties, attended by
noted guests including prime ministers, premiers and ambassadors. Other
buildings on the estate provided lodging for the festival’s co-founder,
Brian Doherty, as well as seasonal lodging for the festival’s actors25.

17
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18. Labour Day tennis tournament at Randwood with Conical Pavilion in the
background c.1950s (Source: Rand Family).

19. View towards the rear of the Main House with Conical Pavilion on the right
c.1960s (Source: Cheryle Facey).

20. View of the rear of the Carriage House and greenhouse attached to the Lodge
c.1960s (Source: Cheryle Facey).

21. View of the main service drive with the Lodge visible on the right c.1960s
(Source: Cheryle Facey).
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2.3.3 1970s to 1980s: Civic-minded Non-profit
Foundations and Estate Succession

of the breezeway, re-shingling, and the addition of the kitchen wing, as
well as to the landscape2930.

The 1970s ushered in significant changes to the uses and divisions within
the Rand Estate. In 1971, Calvin Gordon Rand co-founded the Niagara
Institute for International Studies, and began leasing the Main House to the
Institute for use as a seminar and conference centre. The Niagara Institute,
of which Rand was president, believed that the relaxed natural setting
of the estate was integral to their functions26, and as such, alterations
to the estate during this era were carried out sensitively to preserve its
character as a country retreat. Also in 1971, Rand altered and expanded
the Lodge for his family’s own use27.

Elsewhere on the original estate during this period, in the first lands
to be severed in the late 1940s along Charlotte Street, two residential
subdivisions were constructed in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Among
these were the original Milkhouse and Stables, which the Town protected
in 1988 through the first in a series of later heritage recognitions across
the estate.

In 1976, the Rand and Sheets families sold a portion of the estate to the
Devonian Group, a Calgary-based charitable foundation, to be leased back
to the Institute as a permanent base. Comprising the Main House and the
Sheets House, this portion of the estate accommodated the Institute’s
operations for three-quarters of the year, while for the remainder of the
year, the whole estate continued to function as a summer retreat for the
Rand and Sheets families.
The sale resulted in the formal division of the estate into four properties:
144 and 176 John Street, which were sold to the Devonian Group and
200 John Street and 588 Charlotte Street, which remained under the
ownership of the Rand and Sheets families, respectively28. In 1980, the
Sheets family sold 588 Charlotte Street to the Dingman family, who made
minor alterations to the converted Barn and Stables, including enclosure

19
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22. View towards the Change House c.1980s (Source: Rand Family)

23. The Lodge after alterations c.1974 (Source: Glenbow Archives).

24. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi at the
Rand Estate, c.1970s (Source: Rand Family).

25. The Carriage House c.1974 (Source: Glenbow Archives).
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2.3.4 1990s to Present: School of Philosophy, New
Uses and Renewal
When the Niagara Institute became part of the Conference Board of Canada
in 1993, 144 and 176 John Street were sold to William and Carol Fox who
altered their respective houses for use by the School of Philosophy, a
non-profit educational organization. It was during this time that major
changes to the Main House occurred including the enclosing of the rear
terrace, the large additions to the back of the house and alterations to
the landscape around the additions31.

These four properties have remained unoccupied in recent years as the
redevelopment and renewal of the Rand Estate remains uncertain and
unrealized. Despite alterations to the estate’s structures and landscape
over this period, the overall character of the estate remains intact. The
estate and its future have been the subject of sustained local interest
and discourse.

Throughout much of this era, Calvin Gordon Rand continued to summer
at the Lodge. Following the sale of 144 and 176 John Street for use by
the School of Philosophy, the centre gate access from John Street was
removed and a new gate added for Rand’s use at 200 John Street32. He
continued to make alterations to the Lodge and the landscape on this
property throughout the era, and he summered at the Lodge until shortly
before his death in 2016.
In 2006, Trisha Romance, a local artist, purchased 144 and 176 John
Street. Romance proposed to redevelop the properties into a hotel and
conference centre, and, when the project did not come to fruition, sold
the properties to the current owner, Two Sisters Resorts Corp. in 2016.
That same year, Solmar Inc. bought 588 Charlotte Street from the Dingman
family, and 200 John Street from the estate of Calvin Gordon Rand, which
marked the end of the Rand family’s ownership and presence on the estate.

21
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26. Rear of the Main House after alterations by the School of Philosophy c.2007
(Source: Mary S. Van Deusen).

27. View from the front of the Lodge and looking along the gravel drive towards
the Main Walk c.2010 (Source: Rita Brown).

28. View looking across the pool towards the Tea House c.2010 (Source:Rita
Brown).

29. Front of the Lodge c.2010 (Source: Rita Brown).
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3

The rand estate as a cultural heritage landscape
3.1 Introduction
The following chapter analyzes the Rand Estate as it exists, and as a
cultural heritage landscape, by examining its evolution over time. In
three sets of diagrams, this evolution is represented within each of the
four major eras of development described in the previous chapter.
Approaching the study area as a cultural heritage landscape, the diagrams
are informed by the ‘Guidelines for Cultural Landscapes’ contained in
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada (Parks Canada). They illustrate the elements of a cultural
landscape and the spatial and visual relationship between these elements.
The diagrams are complemented by more detailed descriptions and
illustrations of the built features on the Subject Lands.
The chapter begins by synthesizing the analysis in a series of key drivers:
the creek, the shady open grove, the Whistle Stop and the link to Buffalo,
the Main Walk, the Estate Wall and principal gates, and sunny productive
fields. Together characterized as the foundations of estate structure, they
assist in understanding the underlying organization of the Rand Estate.

30. Opposite: View of the Sunken Garden and
Main House at 176 John Street, date unknown
(Source: Rand Family).
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B

3.2 Foundations of Estate Structure

E

C

1

F

These foundations ‘set the stage’ for the development and use of the estate,
and provide an important context for understanding the relationships
between and meaning of the attributes of the landscape, and help
explain their cultural heritage value or interest. They are illustrated in
Figure 31 and are summarized below.
Foundations of Estate Structure

4

The Creek

Primary Residential Gate

2

Shady Open Grove

Ornamental Farm Gate
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31. Map showing foundations of the
Rand Estate structure.
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The Rand Estate has been shaped by particular landscape qualities and
contextual conditions that provide a foundation for its evolution over
time. These landscape qualities and contextual conditions are described
as ‘Foundations of Estate Structure’ (“foundations”), because they form
a type of underlying organization that explain the ‘raison d’être’ — why
this landscape was appealing to develop as a Country Estate and Model
Farm — and the ‘drivers of form’ — the key biophysical and infrastructural
conditions that the estate has evolved in response to, over time.
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The Creek and Tributary
One Mile Creek (the “Creek”) runs throughout the Rand Estate, entering
the site from two locations. The Creek enters the northern portion of the
estate from the east and flows to the west and then northward through
Niagara-on-the-Lake toward Lake Ontario. This stretch of the Creek is
understood to have influenced the siting of the William Dickson house
(destroyed in December 181333) upon which Woodlawn (built 1822) and
the present Main House, are thought to have been constructed. This
portion of the creek was carefully integrated into the Sunken Garden
designed by the Dunington-Grubbs on 176 John Street.

adapted to define the limits of the two subdivisions along Christopher
Street and Weatherstone Court established in the late 1970s and early
1980s.
The Creek and Tributary represent the primary ecological feature on
the property, offering a source of water, a vehicle for drainage, and in
some cases a scenic element around which formal landscapes have
been designed and managed over time. The Tributary has served a
functional purpose, and influenced the siting and organization of buildings
and fields at the rear of the estate.

A tributary to the Creek (the “Tributary”) flows along the south side of the
former rail embankment, crossing under the Estate Wall and continuing
north where it joins the main branch and flows off of the estate at the
northwest corner. It is plausible that the alignment of this stretch was
straightened when the rail embankment was developed in the mid
19th century, to define and drain more regular agricultural fields.
The Tributary to the Creek appears to have influenced the layout of
agricultural fields and the siting of buildings on the rear of the estate.
The Tributary, serving as a drainage swale, has marked the boundary
of fields on 588 Charlotte Street, and marks the western limit of the
‘Farm Complex’ (the Barn and Stables, Sheds and Outbuilding) on this
property. Depending on what they were originally designed to store, it
is possible that the two Sheds marking the western edge of the Farm
Complex were sited in close proximity to the swale to take advantage
of its natural cooling properties.
Further north, the Tributary defined a loose boundary first for the
Milkhouse and Stables operation established in 1919, and was later
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Shady Open Groves
Early maps of Niagara-on-the-Lake provide a picture of the landscape
at the turn of the 19th century, showing areas of ‘open brushwood’34 to
the immediate east of the estate (the location of today’s ‘Paradise Grove’
which is understood to be a second growth white oak plantation from
the 1850s)35, open fields within the adjacent military reserve, and planted
orchards including an orchard depicted on the northern portion of the
Rand Estate on an 1817 map36.
By the early 1900s, as depicted in early photographs, the northern
portion of the estate had evolved to include a mix of mature trees, and
this condition has remained a defining characteristic of the estate since
this time. In fact, the names of the property dating to this period and
since all pay homage to the significant trees, including ‘Rowanwood’,
‘Woodlawn’ and then ‘Randwood’.
A 1930 article appearing in ‘Canadian Homes and Gardens’37 depicts
the ‘Sunken Garden’ designed by the esteemed landscape architects
Howard and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb at 176 John Street, indicating that
the wooded area defining the northern portion of the Rand Estate has
been managed as an open grove, characterized by a mixture of canopy
and understory trees set in an undulating grassy lawn, since at least
this period.
This same article, which describes the Dunington-Grubbs work at the Rand
Estate, asserts that the landscape is “…distinguished primarily by reason
of its groves of fine trees native to the district. Oaks, Elms, Maples and
Pines mingle their varied tones of green above the smoothly rolling lawns,
and provide welcome shade from the heat of the midsummer sun”.
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A souvenir tourist map38 from 1894 speaks to the way open groves have
been valued locally since at least this time, and hints at the value of
shade to those who spent summers in Niagara-on-the-Lake: “there are
but few places in Canada so beautifully embowered with shade trees as
Niagara. It is a popular Summer Resort, having an efficient telephone,
water works and electric light system”.
The ‘shady open grove’ along the northern boundary of the estate can
be understood as a key pattern of the landscape structure of the Rand
Estate, influencing the siting and function of buildings and landscapes
within the estate, and providing conditions for passive uses. This grove
is the ‘wood’ of Randwood.
Sunny Productive Fields
The southern portions of the Rand Estate have generally been characterized
by fields, working or fallow over time, bounded by fences, planted hedges,
and volunteer fencerows or small woodlands. These sunny fields have
contained orchards, ornamental and food crops, pastures and paddocks,
productive uses that supported the overall functioning of the estate.
These ‘sunny productive fields’ can be understood as a foundation of
the estate’s structure as complexes of farm-oriented outbuildings, later
adapted for residential uses, were developed in the southern portions
of the estate, making use of these fields to support the productive and
service-oriented functions of the estate over time.
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The Whistle Stop (the Link to Buffalo) and the ‘Main Walk’
A rail line was constructed along the southern portion of the estate in
the 1850s, during the tenure of the Dickson family. By the early 1870s,
and continuing until 1926, the line offered daily passenger service,
linking Niagara-on-the-Lake to Buffalo (a wealthy and cosmopolitan
city at this time), and contributing to the establishment of Niagaraon-the-Lake as an attractive ‘summer colony’39, easily accessible to
prominent Buffalonians in the pre-automobile era, a group that would
later come to be referred to colloquially as ‘the Buffalo set’40. Freight
service continued along the line until 1959, and today the line has been
converted into a portion of the Upper Canada Heritage Trail.

The rail line, and the convenience it afforded is a contextual condition
and the Whistle Stop at 200 John Street is a response to that condition.
The Main Walk, providing a direct axial connection between the rear of
the Main House and the Whistle Stop became an important organizing
element of the landscape, with a series of formal gardens organized
along it.  

A ‘Whistle Stop’ — a type of small rail station from this period, at which a
train would stop upon request for passengers or freight to be picked up
or dropped off — was constructed on the estate early in the Rand family’s
ownership, accessed through a gate in the Estate Wall providing what
is understood to have been a primary means of arriving and departing
from the estate for both George Sr. and George Jr. who would use it
to commute to and from Buffalo. It was also known to have provided
access to the estate for guests of the Rand family, particularly for large
events happening on the estate41.
It isn’t clear exactly when the Whistle Stop was constructed, or whether
earlier versions pre-date the structure presently on 200 John Street. It is
clear, however, that this structure marks the terminus of what is described
in an archival Dunington-Grubb drawing as the ‘Main Walk’42, an axial
path that connected the Whistle Stop at the southern boundary of the
property to the rear of the Main House, formalizing a secondary arrival
point to the estate via a direct rail link to Buffalo.
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The Estate Wall and Gates
Early 19th century maps show the estate’s relationship to early roads
and trails linking the town to the fort and to other destinations along
the Niagara River and Lake Ontario. Contemporary John Street appears
to have originated as an earlier trail running along the boundary of the
military reserve43, while Charlotte Street, which bounds the western side
of the Estate shows up on maps as early as the 1840s.
An 185344 map shows the origins of what appear to be the curving approach
drives through the ‘shady open groves’ to both the Main House and
what later becomes the Sheets house, as well as a central service lane
in between, all accessed from John Street.
A brick and stone Estate Wall, tracing the north (along John Street), west
(along Charlotte Street) and south (along the rail line) boundaries of the
property was constructed in phases. The first stretch, running along
John Street (from the Brunswick Place property line in the east to the
Rowanwood property line in the west) can be seen in the background
of military photographs from 191545. It appears that the wall was then
extended following the Rand’s purchase of Rowanwood in 1919. The
Estate Wall makes legible the scale, extent and historic functions of the
Rand Estate within the surrounding public realm.
Openings in the wall mark pedestrian and vehicular access points,
connecting the estate’s circulation system to surrounding road and
rail (and now trail) infrastructure.
The number and locations of these access points has evolved over time
to accommodate the division and evolution of the estate, however a
hierarchy remains legible from the surrounding public realm, reflected in
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the architectural detailing of the gates, which communicates the layered
country estate and model farm-oriented functions of the estate over time.   
Access points designed for arrival to the primary residential areas of
the site (the Sheets House and the Main House, (see gates A & B on
Figure 31), are recessed from the main wall by curved wall segments
linked by pillars, elevating the prominence of these openings as part
of the arrival experience to the estate. Similarly, a recessed and arched
gateway (gate C on Figure 31) marks what was historically the main entry
to the model farm portion of the estate, from Charlotte Street, a feature
that was clearly designed to impress.
Finally, the smaller scale but ornate pedestrian gate in the vicinity of the
Whistle Stop (gate D on Figure 31) has a deliberate alignment that signals
its importance and function: while the wall runs parallel to the adjacent
rail line, which runs at a diagonal, the wall curves both vertically and
horizontally to meet two gate pillars that are set perpendicular to the
Main Walk ‘axis’, and marking the terminus of the Main Walk that linked
the Main House to the Whistle Stop and the rail line. This gate, designed
at a pedestrian scale, would have marked the arrival of George Sr. and
Jr. to their summer estate after commuting from Buffalo.
A secondary service gate at the mid-point between the two main gates
along John Street (gate E on Figure 31) is understood to have been built
originally with the wall. It is noted that the locations of gates A, B and E
appear to correspond with the access points from John Street established
as early as 1853, as discussed above. Following the subdivision of the
estate in 1976, this service gate, located on 176 John Street, continued
to function as the primary access route to 200 John Street until the early
1990s at which time it was closed and a modest vehicular access point
to this property was created through a new opening in the wall (see
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gate G on Figure 30). Similarly, a secondary service gate was created
on Charlotte Street (see gate F on Figure 31) to access the rear of the
property following the 1947 severance of the lands that would become
the Christopher Street and Weatherstone Court subdivisions in the late
1970s and early 1980s.
The Estate Wall and gates respond to already established access points
along John Street, and the existence of an active, adjacent rail line along
the rear of the property. Residential gates were located on John Street,
to allow a picturesque arrival through the ‘shady open groves’, whereas
service entrances were located to provide a more direct access to the
rear portions of the property where farming operations were clustered
within ‘sunny productive fields’.  
The Estate Wall and gates are another foundational driver that has
determined the organization and evolution of the estate over time. This
description is included not to underscore the significance of the wall
itself, but to indicate how an analysis of the design of the wall and gates
contributes to an understanding of how the estate itself has evolved over
time, and the broader significance of certain heritage attributes of the
estate, through their relationship with the wall and gates. For example,
the historical significance of the Whistle Stop cannot be fully appreciated
without understanding its relationship to the gate to the south, which
provided access to the rail line.
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3.3 Aerial Photographs
The following aerial
photographs show the
evolution of the Rand
Estate within each
of its four major eras
of development.

31

1934

1953

32.

33.

Aerial photo of the Estate in 1934 (Source: Brock University/
ERA)

Aerial photo of the estate in 1953 (Source: Brock University/
ERA)
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1971

2018

34.

35.

Aerial photo of the estate in 1971 (Source: National Air Photo
Library/ERA)

Aerial photo of the estate in 2018, prior to the landscape
removals and alterations (Source: Google/ERA).
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3.4 Evidence of Land Use
(Rand Estate Zones)
The following diagrams
represent the evolution
of the Rand Estate within
each of its four major eras
of development in terms
of evidence of land use.

1934
(Legend appears on following page)

33

1953

1910 to 1940s

1950s to 1960s

36. Plan representing land use on the estate between 1910
and the 1940s, based on a 1934 aerial photograph and
research conducted to date.

37. Plan representing land use on the estate between the
1950s and 1960s, based on a 1953 aerial photograph and
research conducted to date.
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Built Features
Wall
Structure
Ecological Features
Creek / Tributary
Circulation
Road
Path
Dunington-Grubb Estate Zones
Entrance Zones
Service Zones
Pleasure Ground Zone
Flexible Lawn
Passive Park Like
Formal Garden
Recreation Zone
Domestic Ground Zone

1971

2018

1970s to 1980s

1990s to Present

38. Plan representing land use on the estate between the
1970s and 1980, based on a 1971 aerial photograph and
research conducted to date.

39. Plan representing land use on the estate from the 1990s
to the present, based on a 2018 aerial photograph and
research conducted to date.

Fields, Pastures, Paddocks
Orchards
Production Gardens
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3.5 Circulation, Features,
Vegetation, and
Landforms
The following diagrams
represent the evolution
of the Rand Estate within
each of its four major eras
of development in terms
of circulation, ecological
features, vegetation,
landforms, water features
and built features.

1934
(Legend appears on following page)

35

1953

1910 to 1940s

1950s to 1960s

40. Plan representing circulation, ecological features, water
features, built features, vegetation and landforms on the
estate between 1910 and the 1940s, based on a 1934
aerial photograph and research conducted to date.

41. Plan representing circulation, ecological features, water
features, built features, vegetation and landforms on the
estate between the 1950s and 1960s, based on a 1953
aerial photograph and research conducted to date.
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1971

2018

1970s to 1980s

1990s to Present

42. Plan representing circulation, ecological features, water
features, built features, vegetation and landforms on the
estate between the 1970s and 1980s, based on a 1971
aerial photograph and research conducted to date.

43. Plan representing circulation, ecological features, water
features, built features, vegetation and landforms on the
estate from the 1990s to the present, based on a 2018
aerial photograph and research conducted to date.
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3.6 Spatial Organization and Visual Relationships
Spatial Organization and Visual Relationships c. 1953

The following diagram
illustrates the primary
spatial organization
patterns and visual
relationships, that defined
the design of portions of
the estate now known as
200 John Street and 588
Charlotte Street c.1953.

1

Built Features
Wall
Structure
2

Ecological Features
Creek / Tributary

3

Circulation
Road
Path

Views refer to a direct view from
a specific spot in the landscape
toward a landmark or feature. A
view may feature fore, mid and
background elements.

Spatial Organization
Garden Room or Nodes
Forecourts and Yards

4

Key Spatial Axis
Visual Relationships
Views
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1

View to the Main House

2

View from Main Walk to
Circular Mound Garden

3

View to the Change House

4

View from the Whistle Stop
to Circular Mound Garden

44. Plan representing spatial organization and visual relationships on the estate based on a 1953 aerial photograph
and research conducted to date.
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Spatial Organization and Visual Relationships c. 2018
1

The following diagram
illustrates the primary
spatial organization
patterns and visual
relationships, extant on
200 John Street and 588
Charlotte Street c. 2018.
Views refer to a direct view from
a specific spot in the landscape
toward a landmark or feature. A
view may feature fore, mid and
background elements.

Built Features
Wall
Structure
Ecological Features
Creek / Tributary

3

2

Circulation
Road
Path
Spatial Organization
Garden Room or Nodes
Forecourts and Yards

4

Key Spatial Axis
Visual Relationships
Views
1

View to the Main House

2

View from Main Walk to
Circular Mound Garden

3

View to the Change House

4

View from the Whistle Stop
to Circular Mound Garden

45. Plan representing spatial organization and visual relationships on the estate based on a 2018 aerial photograph
and research conducted to date.
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3.7 Built Features of the Subject Lands
The following section
profiles the built features
on the Subject Lands. Many
share common design
characteristics, both
between one another as
well as with other buildings
on the estate as a whole.
46. Original diamond-paned windows at front
entrance of Lodge, date unknown (Source:
Rand Family).
47. Dutch-gabled roof, diamond-paned window,
and stucco exterior at the Barn and Stables in
2018 (Source: LHC).
48. Dutch-gabled roofs, diamond-paned glazing, and stucco exterior at the Milkhouse and
Stables in 2018 (Source: ERA).
49. Front entrance of the Barn and Stables showing
extent of stacked doors and original cupola in
2019 (Source: ERA).
50. Dutch-gabled roof, six-over-six windows, and
stucco exterior on the Outbuilding in 2018
(Source: LHC).
51. Sheds showing six-paned windows, hipped
and gabled roofs, and stucco exterior in 2020.
Note the roof vent similar to vents found at the
Barn and Stables (Source: ERA)
52. Dutch-gabled roof, six-over-six windows,
diamond-paned glazing, and stucco exterior
of Carriage House in 2018. Barn with Dutchgabled roof and diamond-paned glazing visible
in background (Source: LHC)
53. Original six-over-six windows at the Lodge, date
unknown (Source: Rand Family).
39
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3.7.1 200 John Street East
Tea House
The Tea House is a built feature of the Swimming Pool Garden designed
by Howard and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb and constructed by Sheridan
Nurseries in 1928. It is situated to the west of the pool and was the
primary access point that linked the Swimming Pool Garden to the
Main Walk. The Tea House sits atop a graded berm that surrounds the
pool and has a brick floor in the same style as the brick paving found
around the swimming pool and throughout the Estate, and upon which
sits a series of columns and a hipped roof with overhanging eaves and
decorative wood brackets, the design of which match those found on
the original pergola which was removed to provide access to 200 John
Street. The Tea House is an integral feature of the Swimming Pool Garden
that, together with the pool, pergola, paving, rectilinear graded banks,
hedging, lawn, and herbaceous border, creates an outdoor room and
demonstrates landscape design and architecture working in harmony.
54. Tea House c.2010 (Source: Rita Brown).
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Change House
The Change House is a one-storey, rectangular building with diminutive
classical columns and detailing, functioning as a ‘folly’ element within
the landscape. It is not directly in the Swimming Pool Garden but is
situated nearby and at a curve in the road lined with mature trees which
offered a picturesque view of the Change House from the service drive.
There are varying accounts of the structure’s original function but it is
referenced in a 1975 appraisal of the property as a ‘change house’ which
included “2 change rooms and a bathroom with showers.” An interview
conducted with three of Calvin Gordon Rand’s children clarified that the
interior partitions were later removed and it was converted for use as
a small sleeping cabin.
55. Change House in 2019 (Source: ERA).
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Carriage House
The Carriage House is a two-storey building with a garage and potting
shed on the ground level and an apartment on the second level which
was previously occupied by the Estate’s groundskeepers. It represents
a component of the family’s investment in the idea of an ornamental
farm. Its shallow pediment over the double entry doors is a detail typical
of well-designed carriage houses. It was carefully designed as part of a
suite of buildings on the site as ancillary to the Main House. There are
stylistic elements that are similar between the Carriage House, Barn and
Stables, Outbuilding and Sheds on 588 Charlotte Street, as well as the
Milkhouse and Stables at 9 Weatherstone Court, and even the original
design of the Lodge, which suggest their construction over several years
was a coordinated plan. Some of these elements found on the Carriage
House include the Dutch-gabled roof with large overhanging eaves, large
double entry doors with diamond-paned glazing, six-over-six windows,
and stucco exterior. The Carriage House also includes a gas pump on
the ground floor. The garage portion was later used to store tractors
and gardening equipment.
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56. Carriage House, 2019 (Source: ERA).
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Lodge

57. The Lodge in 2020 (Source: ERA).

The Lodge is believed to have been designed by Harold Jewett Cook in
1925-1926, a well-respected Buffalo architect who designed branches
of the family’s Marine Trust Company. Early photographs of the Lodge
show that it had a grey stucco exterior and diamond-paned and
six-over-six windows, in keeping with the same design aesthetic of the
other outbuildings on the estate such as the Carriage House, Barn and
Stables, Outbuilding, Sheds, and Milkhouse and Stables at Weatherstone
Court. Adjoining the Lodge had been a Lord and Burnham greenhouse,
directly accessed by a set of double doors in the living room. When Calvin
Rand decided to make the Lodge his summer home, he hired well-known
Niagara architect Donald N. Chapman in 1971. At this time, a portion of
the greenhouse was removed to accommodate the addition to the rear.
Chapman’s drawings show that the earlier building was retained but
redesigned to reflect Chapman’s own innovative style. A fire occurred in
the Lodge in 1998 which caused the ceiling of the living room to collapse
but it was successfully repaired with little alteration to Chapman’s design.
The greenhouse was documented and removed in 2010.
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Whistle Stop
The Whistle Stop is a small wooden structure with a stone base which
is significant as a specific termination in the overall landscape, together
with its associated entrance gate in the Estate Wall denoted by red
brick pillars which formerly included an ornamental iron gate in the
same style as the gates found at the main entrance to 176 John Street.
The Whistle Stop, in its original condition, was an attractive small-scale
pavilion with a thatched roof. The wooden brackets on the Whistle Stop
are the same design as those found on the Conical Pavilion at 176 John
Street suggesting a design relationship between the two, one marking
the entrance to the formal gardens near the north end of the Main Walk
and the other marking the entrance to the rail corridor at the south end
of the Main Walk.
58. Whistle Stop, 2019 (Source: ERA).

59. Brick pillars and ornate metal gate marking the entrance to the Whistle Stop
c.2006 (Source: James Smith).
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3.7.2 588 Charlotte Street
Barn and Stables

60. Barn and Stables in 2020 (Source: ERA).

The main residence at 588 Charlotte Street formerly functioned as a barn
and stables for the Estate. The Barn was constructed prior to 1931 and
the Stables were added prior to 1938. The Barn and Stables represent a
component of the family’s investment in the idea of a model farm. The
Barn and Stables were converted into a summer residence and apartment
for Henry Bennett Sheets Jr. and his brother in 1956. A number of barn
and stable elements were incorporated into the conversion including
the dovecote, hayloft, and barn doors. While this conversion altered
the function of the buildings, several stylistic elements remained and
continue to remain that are similar to the Outbuilding and Sheds, the
Carriage House on 200 John Street, and the Milkhouse and Stables at 9
Weatherstone Court. These similar stylistic elements found on the Barn
and Stables include the Dutch-gabled roofs with large overhanging eaves,
large double entry doors with diamond-paned glazing, diamond-paned
windows, and stucco exterior. The Barn and Stables, together with the
Outbuilding, Sheds, and associated landscape elements, form a complex
which is important to understanding the full history of the estate, in
particular the history of the estate’s use as a model farm.
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Outbuilding
The one-storey rectangular Outbuilding is situated to the north of the
Barn and Stables and, together with the Barn and Stables, acts as a
framing element for the service forecourt. It was constructed prior to
1931 and features several similar stylistic elements as those found on
the Barn and Stables, Sheds, the Carriage House at 200 John Street,
as well as the Milkhouse and Stables at 9 Weatherstone Court. These
stylistic elements include a Dutch-gabled roof, six-over-six windows,
and stucco exterior. There is a set of double doors on the north façade
and a single door that has been boarded up on the south façade. The
original function of this building is unknown. The interior contains a
central wood stove and its features were not altered by the previous
owners. The Outbuilding, together with the Barn and Stables, Sheds,
and associated landscape elements, form a complex which is important
to understanding the full history of the estate, in particular the history
of the estate’s use as a model farm.
61. Outbuilding prior to landscape removals and alterations in 2018 (Source:
Letourneau Heritage Consulting).
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Sheds
There are two Sheds on 588 Charlotte Street situated along the access
lane from Charlotte Street to the west of the Barn and Stables and
adjacent to the tributary of One Mile Creek. The two-storey Shed was
constructed prior to 1931 and functioned as a granary. It has a Dutchgabled roof with a protruding roof vent, similar in style to the nearby
Barn and Stables. It also has two stacked wood doors facing the access
lane and rectangular six-paned windows on the other elevations, similar
in style to the adjacent Shed. The one-storey Shed was constructed
between 1934-1938 and was used as a chicken coop. It has a gabled roof,
rectangular six-paned windows similar to the adjacent shed, and a door
that faces east into the former cow barnyard. The Sheds, together with
the Barn and Stables, Outbuilding, and associated landscape elements,
form a complex which is important to understanding the full history of
the estate, in particular the history of the estate’s use as a model farm.

62. Sheds, 2019 (Source: ERA).
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4

cultural heritage analysis of the subject lands
4.1 The Landscape Architecture of Dunington-Grubb
The Significance of Dunington-Grubb to Landscape Architecture in Canada
The landscape architecture firm of Dunington-Grubb (who hyphenated
their last names), composed of husband and wife team Howard Burlingham
Grubb and Lorrie Alfreda Dunington, is widely regarded as pioneering
in the field of landscape architecture in Canada, and as early leaders of
the profession.
Lorrie Alfreda Dunington-Grubb (1877-1945) studied garden design at the
Swanley Horticultural College in England, after which she opened an office
in London. She was the first female to practice landscape architecture
professionally in England46, and was among the first in Canada47. She
brought a strong background in horticulture to the partnership.
Howard Burlingham Dunington-Grubb (1881-1965) studied at Cornell
University in Ithaca, New York. After graduating in 1908 he returned to
England to practice in the office of internationally influential landscape
architect Thomas Mawson (1861-1933)48. He brought a strong overall
landscape architectural design training to the partnership, influenced
by practice in both the United Kingdom and the United States.

63. Right: Howard and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb c.1911 (Source: thestar.com)
64. Opposite: View of the lily pond and sculpture in the Sunken Garden with the
Estate Wall along John Street visible beyond c.1930 (Source: CCHHS Archives
at the Royal Botanical Gardens).
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Howard and Lorrie married, and moved to Canada from England in 1911,
starting a design practice in Toronto. In 1913, recognizing the lack of an
established horticultural industry to service their design practice, they
founded Sheridan Nurseries, which continues as a leading nursery in
the greater Toronto area to this day.
In the early years, they took on a wide range of commissions, from city
planning, park and campus planning, subdivision and private estate
design, and represented the interests of Mawson49 in Canada, collaborating
on major projects.
The Dunington-Grubbs were among the nine founding members of
what would become the Canadian Society of Landscape Architects in
1934, and both served as president (Howard in 1934 and Lorrie in 1944).
They ran a prolific design practice for many decades, that took on a
wide range of projects types, from small private gardens to large civic
urban landscapes like the modernist rehabilitation of University Avenue
in Toronto, executed in the 1960s. Many of their surviving projects have
heritage recognition, including Parkwood in Oshawa and Whitehern in
Hamilton, which are both National Historic Sites, and King’s Landing (289
Ricardo Street) in Niagara-on-the-Lake. While most of their executed
work was in southern Ontario, the Dunington-Grubbs designed Colvin
Park in Buffalo in 191350.
The Dunington-Grubbs published many articles and gave public lectures
about landscape architecture and gardening, educating the public and
broadening the cultural awareness of their profession. They were also
known as “sociable people and obviously enjoyed moving in Toronto’s
upper social circles”51 . They were involved in numerous societies, clubs
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and committees, where they built a large professional network and
through which they became well known to clients.
Archives of their significant body of work and writings are held at the
Centre for Canadian Landscape Architecture Archives at the University
of Guelph, at the Centre for Canadian Historical Horticultural Studies
Archives at the Royal Botanical Gardens, and at the Sheridan Nurseries
Archives.
Writings and Design Philosophy
Essential to the work of Dunington-Grubb was the belief that landscape
design is a sister art to architecture, and that the two art forms are
“interdependent on the other to create a complete home, [and] should
never be regarded as a separate unit”52.
The Dunington-Grubbs approach to estate design (based on principles
that were well established in Britain and North America at the time) is
understood to represent a fusion of several traditions popular during the
early years of their practice. Influenced by Gertrude Jekyll and Thomas
Mawson53, who worked in the Arts and Crafts style, the DuningtonGrubbs' approach fused a formal tradition inspired by Italian gardens,
including features like terraces, enclosed spaces and clipped hedges (often
described as a beaux-arts approach), with the naturalistic approaches
of the English landscape tradition of 18th century practitioners like
Humphrey Repton, who’s work followed a principle of formality near
the house, transitioning to the natural by degrees 54.
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Dunington-Grubb estate projects such as Valleyanna (also known as
Uplands and Annandale) and Glendon Hall, both in the Bayview Estates
area of Toronto, exemplify the Dunington-Grubbs' approach to this blended
style. These estates both featured houses that were approached through
a large, naturalistic landscape in the English landscape tradition, with
formal gardens clustered in close proximity to the estate house. Both
estates also demonstrate the Dunington-Grubbs' focus on working with
and enhancing the found conditions of the site; in the case of Valleyanna
integrating a mature avenue of cedar trees inherited from an earlier
agricultural period into the main approach drive, and in both cases
siting the main house and formal gardens to take maximum advantage
of borrowed views over the adjacent ravine.
The Bain Estate (known today as Graydon Hall) in Toronto, is one of the
best surviving examples of a Dunington-Grubb estate landscape which
was organized primarily around long axial gardens.
An excerpt from a 1937 article describing their design for the Bain Estate
in their own words, focuses on a sensitivity to micro-climatic conditions
and human comfort (regarding access to shade at certain times of day)
and the use of formal lawns and gardens designed to be discovered by
walking along axial pathways:
“The garden front faces south-southeast, so as to give sun to the gardens
while securing protection from northwest winds, permitting the use of
a shady terrace in the late afternoon… On a direct axis with the Main
House entrance… stretches the long lawn promenade, seen from across
65. View of rolling lawns of ‘Uplands’ estate, designed by Dunington-Grubb.
(Source: Canadian Homes & Gardens, April 1936).
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the sunken pool garden immediately below the main terrace …clipped
Douglas Spruce hedging… the tea pavilion… a fascinating series of
garden features… the long canal enclosed by panels of lawn on which
lines of pyramidal trees give vertical interest; thence to a charming wall
fountain… a little pool in which a central fountain plays… the water
escapes in a series of cascades into a lower pool outside the boundaries
of the formal gardens… pavilions on either side of the swimming pool…
walled kitchen garden and formal water gardens… a long wide herbaceous
border paralleled by a path running under a series of arches wreathed
with climbers”55.
Dunington-Grubb believed the grandeur of country estate homes was
conveyed through the siting of buildings alongside wide lawns and
formal gardens and that the distances spanning between these areas
were to be connected by long walks or vistas articulated by water and
sculptural elements and framed by curated horticulture.
The use of axial walkways created framed viewscapes that elongated
the perceived scale56, and shrubbery and herbaceous borders created
screened connections between portions of the property57.
The varied selection of trees, shrubbery, perennial and herbaceous
plants alongside the walkways and sculptural elements created a style
pervasive throughout the work of Dunington-Grubb. The retention and

66. Top: View of rolling lawns from Uplands estate house. (Source: Canadian
Homes & Gardens, April 1936).
67. Bottom: View of Uplands estate house over formal gardens by DuningtonGrubb c.1929. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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placement of coniferous evergreens alongside deciduous trees was a
response to the Canadian climate, creating a sheltered lawn space from
cold winter wind. This planting strategy brought colour to the garden
and maintained privacy throughout the year 5859.

on the spot, while planting, than on a plan. This is particularly true of
evergreens, the upright and prostrate forms of which demand much
moving about in relation to windows and each other in order to produce
a satisfactory composition before they are finally planted.”60

The Practice of Working With and Without Drawings

The Organization of Country Estates

A 1937 article by Howard Burlingham Dunington-Grubb describes
instances when it would have been common to lay things out on site
without formalized drawings:

In terms of the overall organization of large country estates, DuningtonGrubb advised that the grounds be “roughly divided into sections”,
including an entrance area, a service area, pleasure grounds, recreation
areas and domestic grounds6162, and outlined design considerations
associated with each component part of the whole.

“Plans are not always drawn out on paper. They may be thought out in
the garden itself and transferred direct from the owner's imagination to
the ground. A decision to convert an ugly grass bank into a rock garden,
or a plantation of shrubs will often involve no more serious process than
pacing out the number of square yards involved, ordering the necessary
loam, manure, and rock, if needed, and calculating the number of shrubs
or alpine plants required to fill the space. The selection of suitable varieties
may be made at a nursery with the help of an expert. Herbaceous, or
shrub borders, on the boundaries of the lawn may be staked out very
effectively by eye, after which the border can be prepared and manured.
In this case also, it is possible to mark on the surface of the bed the area
to be occupied by each group of plant varieties decided upon, but it will
be found that a detail planting plan of the border to scale on paper will be
the easiest, quickest, and much the most effective method. The position
of each shade tree or other individual specimen can sometimes be
arranged better on the ground by eye than on paper. Foundation planting
next to the walls of a house can be often arranged more satisfactorily

The Dunington-Grubbs write that ‘entrance zones’ serve a largely
ornamental purpose as the setting for the main residence on the estate.
‘Service areas’ (such as garages, stables and work yards) should be
easily accessible, but screened from the ‘pleasure grounds’, where the
principal gardens and walks can be found. ‘Recreation areas’, such as
tennis courts and pool areas, should be located in close proximity to
the pleasure grounds, but screened from view by hedges and other
plantings, and ‘domestic zones’, composed of kitchen and fruit gardens,
should be partially screened but easily accessible to the kitchen and to
the pleasure grounds 63.
Chapter 3 of this report mapped the Rand Estate according to these
‘zones’ at moments in time associated with the four eras introduced
in Chapter 2. These diagrams show a strong conformity between the
Rand Estate and these ‘zones’ by the time the estate’s structure is firmly
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68. View of Uplands estate house over formal gardens by Dunington-Grubb
c.1929. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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69. View of ‘avenue of cedars’ at Uplands, incorporated as main approach drive
by Dunington-Grubb. (Source: Canadian Homes and Gardens, April 1936).
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established by the early 1930s, and that these patterns remain largely
intact today. It should be noted that given the substantial model farm
operation evident in the early years of the Rand Estate, that farm related
uses have been mapped within the ‘domestic zones’ category.
For example, the Shady Open Grove that defines the John Street frontage
of the estate can be understood as an entrance zone. The Main Walk
and Gardens at 200 John Street can be understood as pleasure grounds,
with the pool and tennis court as integrated but screened recreation
areas. Service areas and domestic zones associated with the model farm
and 588 Charlotte Street are concentrated in the southern portions of
the estate.
The pioneering 20th century landscape architectural firm of DuningtonGrubb is known to have been associated with the Rand Property from
1917 until at least 1950, but it is possible that they were retained by the
Rands as early as 1915.
A perspective drawing of the Sunken Garden at 176 John Street, held at
Sheridan Nurseries, is dated to 191764, but another entry from Sheridan,
an excerpt from what looks like a scrapbook, has a label that reads: “Rand
Estate, Niagara-on-the-Lake, an early garden designed by Howard and
Lorrie in 1915.” There are two images associated with this label, both of
the Swimming Pool Garden which is known to have been constructed
around 1928, but this label is a strong indication that the Rand Estate
was known to their office as a ‘1915’ project, suggesting that they may
have begun their consulting relationship with the Rands that year.
70. 1917 black and white drawing of the Sunken Garden (Source: Sheridan Nurseries
Archives).
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71. Left: Scrapbook with images from Randwood project (Source: Sheridan Nurseries Archives).
72. Above: Letter from H.B. Dunington Grubb to George F. Rand III, 1950 (Source:
Sheridan Nurseries Archives).
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The last known Dunington-Grubb drawing for the Rand Estate is dated
194065, and consists of a re-planting plan for a section of the Sunken
Garden. However, the Sheridan Nurseries archives, has a letter from
1950 between H.B. Dunington-Grubb and George Franklin Rand III,
relating to an inquiry by the Rands to have the Dunington-Grubbs advise
in relation to needed repair work associated with the Swimming Pool
Garden. From the archival record, it can be concluded that DuningtonGrubb was involved with the Rand Estate for a time-span of at least 35
years, however the bulk of their work appears to have been completed
by the late 1920s.
The Rand Estate is a unique and representative example of the work
of Dunington-Grubb, and is emblematic of the principles they applied
throughout their practice in planning and designing country estate
landscapes. What is known about their design work on 200 John Street
and 588 Charlotte Street is summarized later in this chapter.
Summary
In addition to its organization into the ‘zones’ articulated by the DuningtonGrubbs, the Rand Estate shows evidence of their ‘hybrid’ style, a blending
of the formal and informal traditions of landscape design that influenced
their practice, and their approach to taking advantage of and enhancing
a site’s natural conditions. Examples of these patterns are described in
more detail in the following sections.
73. Top: “Woodlawn” Summer Home of Livingston Lansing c.1900, showing
mature trees on northern portion of property with clearing in front of Main
House, with lawn and creek. (Source: Brock University).
74. Bottom: An image of Dunington-Grubb’s Sunken Garden in front of 176 John
Street looking north from the Main House c. 1930. (Source: Canadian Homes
& Gardens).
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4.2 The Main Walk and Gardens at 200 John Street East
4.2.1 Analysis
Based on site visits and careful review of archival materials associated
with the estate, it can be concluded that the property at 200 John Street
features a significant designed landscape, organized along the Main
Walk, connecting the rear of the Main House to the Whistle Stop and
gate in the Estate Wall (along the old rail line, now a public trail) at the
south end of the property.
Building on the preceding section, this section summarizes the component
parts and design intention of this portion of the estate; which components
can be attributed to the Dunington-Grubbs; and the state of these
components at the time the current owner acquired the property.
To revisit the estate organization framework introduced in the previous
section, the Main Walk and Gardens can largely be understood as part
of the ‘pleasure grounds’ of the Rand Estate.
The following quote, from a 1938 article in Canadian Homes and Gardens
by Howard Burlingham Dunington-Grubb called ‘The Modernist in the
Garden’, provides overall insight into the type of landscape experience
the Dunington-Grubbs sought to create through their gardens (pleasure
grounds) and the intended effects of their work:
“Once in the garden we have left the practical world of utility and entered
a world of fantasy, of make-believe, where decorative nature under the
control of art provides both pleasure and rest, and where the effects we
think we see are mostly illusions. …to delight the eye and soothe the
spirit…is the chief purpose of gardens”66.
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In understanding the design of the Main Walk and Gardens that exists
partly on 200 John Street it is useful to keep this idea in mind – that this
was the part of the estate intended to function as a place of pleasure
and rest, to delight and soothe, and to represent a world apart from the
everyday hustle and bustle of a busy city life.
Figure 75 is a plan diagram overlaid on an aerial photograph from 1971,
that identifies the names of the landscape components that will be
referred to in this section. This section refers to archival and other images
that have informed the analysis.
Design Work Under George Franklin Rand 1910-1919
In 1910, George Sr. purchased the portion of what would become the
Rand Estate containing the Main House, at that time known as ‘Woodlawn’.
At this time, the northern portion of the property was heavily wooded,
defining an open glade of lawn with the creek running through it between
the front of the house and John Street. The rail line ran along the southern
property line, but it is not known whether a whistle stop structure existed
at this time, or whether the Lansings, the owners of Woodlawn, were in
the habit of flagging down the train for service.
Significant landscape work is known to have been carried out on what is
now 176 John during this period, however this is outside the main focus
of this report. For context, the first length of the Estate Wall and gates
was extant along this portion of John Street by 1915. The DuningtonGrubbs' work on the Sunken Garden occurred during this period, with
the earliest known drawing dated to 1917.
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75. Components of the Main Walk overlaid on 1971 aerial photo.
(Source: National Air Photo Library/ERA)
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The Origins of the Main Walk
A gravel path running along the east of the Main House is evident in
photographs from the period, continuing toward the rear of the property.
While it is not clear how far this path extended at this time, it is understood
to follow the alignment of what would later become the Main Walk,
eventually linking the Whistle Stop at the south end of the property, to
the Main House when it is extended eastward through an addition. Given
the alignment, it is plausible that an informal path continued toward the
rail line at this time, beyond what is visible in contemporary photographs.
A 1911 article in the Buffalo Evening News notes “George F. Rand of
Buffalo was in town last week super-intending the finishing touches to
his summer home “Randwood”67. As part of this work, it appears that
Rand added a sunroom to the Main House, projecting to the east and set
on a raised terrace and graded bank, truncating the earlier gravel path
(it would no longer continue to John Street) and creating a new visual
terminus when approaching the house from the south, at the sunroom.
A 1915 photograph shows the path following the same north-south
alignment as the earlier path, but curving to the west at the terrace.
Dunington-Grubb is known to have begun their consulting work at the
Rand Estate as early as 1917, prior to George Sr.’s acquisition of what
is now the 144 John Street property in 1919, although as outlined, it is
possible that their work began as early as 1915. Around that time, Rand
had begun to commission landscape improvements on the property.

76. Top: Front of Main House c.1905. Path along east side visible to left of image.
(Source: NOTL Files/ERA)
77. Bottom: Rear of Main House prior to alterations. Path continuing to John
Street visible on right side of image. (Source: NOTL Files/ERA)
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Newspaper articles from this period cite the hiring of a Mr. Douglas as
chief gardener and John Conorton as his assistant circa 191568, and it is
possible that they were involved in the planting of two parallel hedges to
the south of the Main House, perpendicular to the Main Walk, defining an
informal treed lawn area immediately to the south of the house suitable
for entertaining, and an enclosed, sunny garden area between the hedges.
Given that Dunington-Grubb was producing drawings for the Rand Estate
as early as 1917, their involvement may have already commenced, and
it is plausible that Dunington-Grubb could have overseen this early
landscape work, with Conorton and Douglas managing the construction.
Either way, photographic evidence reveals a manicured landscape of
professional quality.

Main Walk
78. Rear of Main House after alterations c.1915. ‘Main Walk’ to right of image,
curving to the west at new Sunroom and terrace. (Source: NOTL Files/ERA).

A garden party hosted by the Rands on Saturday August 12th 1916 that
featured over 300 prominent guests arriving from Niagara, Toronto,
Buffalo and elsewhere was the subject of numerous articles in the society
section of several Buffalo newspapers in the lead up and aftermath.
Excerpts describe the estate and gardens, and the arrival of guests by
special train from Buffalo:
“Mr. and Mrs. George F. Rand entertained several hundred guests at a
garden party on Saturday at their summer home, Randwood, Niagaraon-the Lake. A special train left Buffalo at two o’clock for the convenience
of those who did not motor down. The day was a perfect one and the
gardens of the host and hostess were aglow with flowers of varied hues.
The guests were received indoors, and dinner was served at small tables
laid on the spacious lawn”69.
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“The garden party given by Mr. and Mrs. George F. Rand at “Randwood”
last Saturday was one of the most charming events of the season.
Randwood is one of the largest and prettiest summer places in the
town. The old trees and the grounds are ideal for out-door entertaining.
…Refreshments were served at small tables that were daintily arranged
on the spacious lawn. The guests enjoyed a splendid view of Niagara
camp and Tommy Atkins at drill while drinking tea and listening to the
music of the 169th and 215th bands, kindly loaned for the occasion by
the military authorities”70.
Photographs from 1916 depict this event, showing party goers sitting at
tables arranged under a shady grove of mature elm trees on the lawn
at the rear of the Main House, and show a view looking south along the
Main Walk toward formal gardens contained by hedges. Figure 82, a
photograph thought to be from the late 1960s or early 1970s shows this
area from above, looking to the south.
Comprehensive Work Begins on the Estate
1919 was a significant year for the Rand family, and for the Rand Estate. Vina
Sofia Fisher, wife of George Sr. and mother of George Jr. died on January
25th 191971. In May of 1919, George Sr. acquired the Lewis Property (also
known as Rowanwood, now 144 John Street), significantly expanding
the size of the estate. In July, a newspaper article indicates that the
larger estate was undergoing extensive improvements, including new
gardens, pathways and roadways linking different portions of the estate:
79. Top: View of garden party in 1916, looking at rear of Main House from the
Shady Lawn. Main Walk, aligned with sunroom, visible in foreground.
(Source: Facebook/ERA)
80. Bottom:View of garden party in 1916, looking south from Shady Lawn. Main
Walk visible along the left of image, past parallel hedges enclosing Rose and
Perennial Gardens.(Source: Facebook/ERA).
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“A private road is being built from the railway station through the Lewis
property and on through Randwood to the main road. The grounds are
being beautified and new garden lots laid out, making it one of the finest
summer homes at the popular resort”72.
Significant work was underway throughout the larger estate at this time,
including the construction of what would become the Sheets House as
well as other farm-oriented outbuildings. A number of articles from the
period describe the progress of these extensive works, and the keen
interest taken by local people, including this excerpt from the Buffalo
Times on Sunday September 21st, 1919:
“Quite a little colony is springing up at “Randwood” where a large number
of workmen are employed on the construction of pretty little cottages,
barns and other buildings which will later be used by Mr. Rand’s employees,
while landscape gardeners have the grounds in hand and are gradually
transforming them so they will be like those found on country estates
elsewhere. A lily pond surrounds a magnificent fountain in one section
of the estate while flower gardens border a beautiful lawn, tennis court,
etc. “Randwood” was always one of the show places of Niagara, but it is
now even more lovely and it is no wonder the family are making it their
permanent home.”73
In November of 1919, George Sr. travelled to Europe. On December 12th,
on a flight from France to England, his plane crashed and he was killed74.
During his trip, George Sr. was shown the ‘Bayonet Trench’ in Verdun,
where French soldiers had been buried alive, and he was so moved that
he agreed to donate money to fund a memorial75. Following his death, a
significant donation was made to the Buffalo Foundation, a charitable

Main Walk

81. Top: View of garden party in 1916, showing tables arranged under the elm
trees of the shady lawn. (Source: Facebook)
82. Bottom: View of garden party from upper story window of Main House
(c.1960s or 70s). The Main walk visible on left of image.(Source: Rand Family).
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organization Rand had set up and which still exists today. An additional
$50,000 was given to the Foundation in order to carry out the erection
of a memorial to the French battalion “buried alive at Verdun”. Rand’s
donation of 500,000 francs, promised to French Prime Minister Georges
Clemenceau during his trip, was carried out by his children following his
untimely death.76
Design Work Under George Franklin Rand II 1919-1942
The following spring, now under the direction of George Jr. who was
27 at the time of his parents deaths and the eldest of the four children,
significant work continued at the Rand Estate, presumably completing
the contracts started under George Sr. A 1920 newspaper article titled
“Busy at Randwood” describes the scene:
“A staff of workmen are very busy at ‘Randwood’ just now, clearing
up the grounds and setting them in god [sic] shape for the spring. Mr.
Heffner, the contractor, who was here from Buffalo, N.Y., superintending
the erection of the new cottages, is again here and will direct operations
again this season. The Rand family contemplate coming to Niagara early
in the summer.”
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The Estate Wall
As discussed above, some of the Estate Wall along John Street was
constructed as early as 1915, as it is visible in the backdrop of a 1915
photograph of soldiers from the Niagara Camp’s No 5 Platoon, but it’s
likely that much of the Estate Wall was constructed following the 1919
acquisition of the Lewis property. The stone portions of the wall along
Charlotte are likely to have been constructed in association with the
Milkhouse and Stables with which they are integrated. The red brick
portion of the wall along John Street, features a concrete base on one
of the pillars with ‘1921’ cast into it, suggesting that this portion of the
wall was built shortly after the acquisition.
The detailing of the red brick pillars marking the gate opening in the
vicinity of the Whistle Stop, is identical to the detailing of the main entrance
gate at 176 John Street. The decorative metal gate is also matching,
suggesting that these features were designed in tandem, and likely
constructed around the same time.
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83. Soldiers of No5 Platoon from Niagara Camp in 1915 with Estate Wall behind.
(Source: Library and Archives Canada)

84. Base of wall pillar along John Street with ‘1921’ cast into concrete, photo
taken in July 2020. (Source: ERA)

85. View of piers and decorative metal gate at main entrance along John Street
c.2020. (Source: niagarathisweek.com)

86. View of piers and decorative metal gate at Whistle Stop entrance at south
boundary of Estate c.2006. (Source: James Smith)
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The Rose and Perennial Gardens
Newspaper articles in 1920 and 1921 continue to describe the gardens
at the Rand Estate, including this snippet from July of 1920: “…The
gardens at Pinehurst and also at “Randwood” which it adjoins have
been marvels of beauty for the past two weeks as the lovely peonies
and other early summer flowers have been in full bloom. Some of the
most beautiful gardens in this pretty resort are those of our Buffalo
summer folk among whom there are at times a friendly rivalry regarding
the growth of certain varieties.”77

Figure 88 includes the caption: “Late flowers still make a brave display
against the encroachments of Jack Frost”. This image is of interest, as
it is the only known photograph of the ‘Rose and Perennial’ gardens
from this period. It is possible to place the view with confidence for two
reasons. First, a distinctive ‘Conical Pavilion’ is evident in the background,
and second, the flower beds are laid out in a distinctive radial pattern,
forming a semi-circle. When compared with a 1931 aerial photograph,
it is possible to pinpoint that this photograph was taken from the Main
Walk, looking westward.

While this quote does not specify the location being described, it is most
likely referring to the sunny Rose and Perennial Gardens established on
200 John Street, south of the Main House, as gardens in this area are
visible in photographs as early as 1916, and peonies require full sun to
maximize the bloom. It is unlikely that conditions in the shadier Sunken
Garden in front of the Main House would have had the right conditions
to grow peonies at this time.
The next available documentation of the rear gardens at Randwood (on
200 John Street) comes from a spread in the Buffalo Courier Express
from October 23 1927, featuring five black and white photographs and
captions. Two photographs are of particular interest to understanding
the design of the gardens on what is now 200 John Street along the
Main Walk.
Figure 87 shows large elm trees in the shady lawn area immediately south
of the Main House, with the caption “Century-old elms form a delightful
screen between the house and flower gardens”78.
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87. Large elms in shady lawn (Source: Buffalo Courier Express, Oct 23 1927 accessed at fultonhistory.com)

88. Rose and Perennial Garden with conical pavilion in background. Looking
west from Main Walk (Source: Buffalo Courier Express, Oct 23 1927)
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89. Location of Figures 88, 90, 91 and 92 on aerial photograph. (Source: National
Air Photol Library/ERA).
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90. View of conical pavilion integrated into hedging from west of Rose and Perennial Garden. (Source: Canadian Homes & Gardens).
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A 1930 article in Canadian Homes and Gardens about the DuningtonGrubbs’ work at Randwood79 includes a photograph of the Conical Pavilion.
When compared with the same 1931 aerial photograph, it is clear that
this photograph was taken from the west, and shows how the pavilion
was designed as an entry point into the Rose and Perennial gardens,
integrated into boundary hedges.
Given that the Conical Pavilion is prominently featured in the 1930 article
about Dunington-Grubb’s work at the Rand Estate, and its clear integration
into the design of the Rose and Perennial Gardens, these features can
be attributed to the Dunington-Grubbs.
A set of Stone Garden Pillars were set on either side of the Main Walk,
integrated into the southern hedge of the Rose and Perennial Garden.
These pillars echo the stone wing walls at the Main House terrace stair,
and mark entry into the formal gardens along the Main Walk. Figures 91
and 92 show these pillars from various angles.

91. Top: View north along Main Walk toward sunroom, through Stone Garden
Pillars c.1970s (Source: Glenbow Archives)
92. Bottom: Picnic table located on Main Walk within Shady Lawn area. Stone
Garden Pillar integrated with hedging visible in backgroun, marking entry
into the Rose and Perennnial Gardens (Source: Glenbow Archives)
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The Swimming Pool Garden
Construction drawings retrieved from the University of Guelph’s Centre
for Canadian Landscape Architecture Archives and contemporary articles
featuring finished photographs80 document the Dunington-Grubbs’
design of the Swimming Pool Garden. A plan drawing dated to 1928,
illustrates how the garden was designed to be accessed from the ‘Main
Walk’. One would ascend a stair to a small ‘Tea House’, atop a graded
berm surrounding the pool, and then descend on the other side into
the garden which was laid out symmetrically with a decorative fountain
and pergola, integrated with layered planting including a plantation of
Austrian pine, forming the backdrop of the view.
Like the Shady Lawn and the Rose and Perennial Gardens, the Swimming
Pool Garden is designed as one of a sequence of ‘garden rooms’ along
the Main Walk. Its design displays a high degree of craft for the way in
which it integrates architecture, landform and planting. The garden is
also carefully integrated into the larger composition; the rectilinear,
terraced landform that bounds the garden is reminiscent of the terrace at
the northern terminus of the Main Walk, built in support of the sunroom
described earlier. Also, the use of rectilinear and circular geometries,
seen in the hedging, terracing, and fountain, echo the rectilinear and
circular geometries that define the Conical Pavilion, hedging and garden
beds of the Rose and Perennial gardens, as well as the Sunken Garden
at 176 John Street.
93. Top: Symmetrical view of pergola from Tea House (Source: Canadian Homes
and Gardens)
94. Bottom: View to south with Tea House to right, graded terraces and layered
edge plantings visible. (Source: Sheridan Nurseries)
95. Opposite: 1928 Plan for the Swimming Pool Garden designed by DuningtonGrubb. (Source: University of Guelph Archives)
71
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The pool itself appears to have been retrofitted. A newer pool was
constructed within the footprint of the original, resulting in a slightly
smaller pool. The original bull nosed concrete coping, defining the
original pool perimeter, remains extant and has been integrated into a
slightly expanded pavement surrounding the pool. This work may have
been undertaken under the supervision of the Dunington-Grubbs in the
early 1950s. A letter dated May 12th81, 1950 from Howard DuningtonGrubb addressed to George Franklin Rand III was found in the Sheridan
Nurseries Archives responding to an inquiry made by the Rands at the
landscape department of Sheridan Nurseries indicating that the pool
was in need of repair.

96. Top: View of Tea House from pergola. Carriage House visible in background at
centre of image. (Source: CCHHS Archives at the Royal Botanical Gardens)
97. Bottom: Diagonal view across Swimming Pool Garden from Pergola. Conical
Pavilion and shady lawn visible in background (Source: Canadian Homes &
Gardens)
73
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Production Garden and Lawn
Across the Main Walk from the Swimming Pool Garden is another garden
room, enclosed by hedges, that appears to have been used for various
purposes over the years, including as an open lawn (1931 aerial), a vegetable
or cutting garden (Production Garden) laid out in rows (1953 and 1965
aerial), and a lawn with perennial borders (1971 aerial onward).

98. Top: View along Main Walk toward Main House with Tea House to right and
Production Garden and Lawn to left. Hedges enclosing Rose and Perennial Garden and Shady Lawn beyond visible in background, date unknown.
(Source: Rand Family)
99. Bottom: View south across Production Garden and Lawn. Southern hedge of
Rose and Perennial Garden visible in foreground, the Lodge visible in background, date unknwon. (Source: Rand Family)
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Change House
To the south and west of the Swimming Pool Garden is a small classicallydesigned structure referred to as the Change House. The Change House
appears in aerial photography as early as 1931, and is referenced in
an accounting document on The Marine Trust Company of Buffalo
letterhead, which includes an entry from June 20th 1929 that reads
“repairs bathhouse”82.
The Change House is set within the eastern portion of the estate acquired
by George Rand Jr. in 1927, meaning that it must have been constructed
between 1927 and 1928, around the same time that the DuningtonGrubbs were known to have been working on the adjacent Swimming
Pool Garden. A 1975 appraisal document refers to this structure as a
change house, and states that there were showers and change rooms
inside at this time83. An interview with Calvin Rand’s daughters84 confirms
that it was used to change into swimwear by the Rands and the many
guests who frequented the Pool in its heyday.
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Its siting and design suggest that in addition to any practical purpose,
it was conceived also as a ‘folly’, defined by the Oxford Dictionary as
“a costly ornamental building with no practical purpose, especially a
tower or mock-Gothic ruin built in a large garden or park”. Follies are
associated with the English Landscape tradition, with origins in the
18th century, a style that the Dunington-Grubbs integrated into their
work. The Change House is located along a curving section of the estate
service road, and comes into view, through a foreground of trees, as
one rounds the curve and crosses the Main Walk. Its setback from the
road, ornamentation and diminutive scale make it appear further away
and larger than it actually is, adding to the sense of wonder and fantasy
that the Dunington-Grubbs sought to create in the ‘pleasure grounds’
portion of their estate designs.
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100. Picturesque view of Change House looking east along service drive c.1980s. (Source: Rand Family)
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The Circular Mound Garden - Design
Further south along the Main Walk axis, at approximately the mid-point
between the Whistle Stop and the Main House, is a distinctive circular
‘garden room’ defined by an inner and outer ring of coniferous trees
surrounding a circular mound. This garden room is referred to as the
‘Circular Mound Garden’. An analysis of aerial and archival photographs
allows for an understanding of the Circular Mound Garden’s physical
design.
The Circular Mound Garden appears on aerial photographs starting in
1931. Its design is simple. At the centre, is a circular mound, circumscribed
by the Main Walk, which takes the form of a circle before continuing
along its axis to the south of the estate.
Forming a ‘ring’ offset from the circular path is a grove of Austrian pine
trees, laid out symmetrically with half on each side of the entrance and
exit of the garden, as bisected by the axis of the Main Walk. Photographs
of this part of the estate over the years clearly show the distinctive bark
of the Austrian Pine.
A smaller inner ring of evergreen trees is also visible on aerial and archival
photographs, planted on the circular mound. While these look like either
Eastern White Cedar (Thuja occidentalis) or Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga
canadensis) it isn’t possible to identify the species with absolute certainty.
A high resolution aerial photograph from 1971 clearly shows the inner
and outer ‘rings’ of trees, and the distinctive circular form of the garden
in a fairly mature state.
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At the scale of the larger composition of formal garden rooms along the
Main Walk, the circular design clearly mirrors the semi-circular layout
of the flower beds in the Rose and Perennial gardens, visible in aerial
photographs until at least 1953.
The Circular Mound Garden’s design also echoes other elements of
this sequence of gardens along the Main Walk axis — as a landform,
the circular mound echo’s the formal language of the landforms of the
sunroom terrace and swimming pool garden, and the use of Austrian
pine matches the backdrop behind the pergola of the Swimming Pool
Garden.
Along the Main Walk axis, the Circular Mound Garden appears to have
functioned as a view terminus, and as a node. Marking the midpoint
between the Main House and the Whistle Stop, the Circular Mound
Garden physically and visually interrupts the Main Walk, and may have
represented an intermediate destination and moment of pause as one
approached from the train, hiding the formal gardens and view of the
Main House beyond until one walked around it.
Its notable that coniferous trees were selected for this garden. The
Dunington-Grubbs were interested in conifers, and a large number of
varieties were stocked at Sheridan Nurseries during this time, as a strategy
to compensate for the broad leaf evergreens that would otherwise have
seen wide garden use, but weren’t considered hardy enough for most
Canadian winters.
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101. Aerial photographs of the
Circular Mound Garden in 1931
(top left), 1953 (top right), 1965
(bottom left), and 1971(bottom
right). (Sources: Brock University
& National Air Photo Library)
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A Sheridan Nurseries catalogue from 1917-18 notes that “[t]he Pines are
probably our best evergreens for mass planting” and that the Austrian
Pine is “[a] very valuable tree for massing or lawn planting…”85. The
same catalogue notes that the Arbor Vitae (aka Cedar) are a “[m]edium
sized or low-growing trees or shrubs of dense outline. They comprise
many of our best evergreens, being used for wind screens, hedges, mass
plantations, specimens, beds and rockeries”86.

was designed by the Dunington-Grubbs. Either way, it is believed to be
a deliberately designed garden room that played an important role in
the experience of the Main Walk axis.

Austrian Pines, planted around the perimeter of the Circular Mound
Garden, are distinctive for the ornamental bark on their trunks, and
mature to form a flat-topped dense and irregular canopy (in this case a
connected ‘ring’ of canopy), whereas cedars, or hemlock, which prefer
sheltered conditions and tolerate partial shade (dense shade in the case
of hemlock), tend to have a more conical form. The habit of these two
species and their composition in this garden suggests a dense green
effect, year round, with an outer canopy ‘ring’, topping the distinctive
trunks of Austrian pine, and an inner, taller mass of dark green cedar or
hemlock, fully blocking eye level views along the axis.

While additional drawings have not been found, these notes lead to
the inference that the distinctive Circular Mound Garden could be the
‘Memorial Garden’ referred to on the 1928 plan. The note also suggests
the importance of this element as a ‘node’ along the Main Walk axis, the
next major feature after the Swimming Pool Garden when walking south.

Interviews with three children of Calvin Gordon Rand and Patricia Andrew ,
and with Cheryle Facey88, included descriptions of this garden as shady
and cool, and as a location of play and horseback riding. Cheryle the
granddaughter of Mary and Alexander (Alec) Panas who lived in the
Carriage House at 200 John Street from the early 1960s to the early
1980s while Alec was the groundskeeper of the estate.
87

The Circular Mound Garden can clearly be characterized as a designed
‘garden room’ and it is carefully integrated into the sequence of garden
rooms along the Main Walk. Given its design, the species selection and
when it was executed, it is highly likely that the Circular Mound Garden
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The Dunington-Grubbs’ 1928 drawing of the Swimming Pool Garden
(Fig. 95) labels the Main Walk, and pointing to its continuation north
notes “to house” and pointing to the south, notes “to Memorial Garden”.

102. Top Left: View south from Main Walk. Production Garden and Lawn to right.
Lodge in background right, and Circular Mound Garden visible, background
left, date unknown. (Source: Rand Family)
103. Top Right: View south from the Main Walk c.2010. Outer ring of Austrian pine
trunks illuminated and clearly visible, as is the grassy circular mound. Trunks
of inner evergreen planting visible but too dark to identify. (Source: Rita
Brown)
104. Bottom Left: Portrait of Alexander (Alec) (left), Mary (right) and Tracey Panas
(baby) c 1967. Alec was the caretaker of the estate from the early 1960s until
the early 1980s and lived in the Carriage House. This photo was taken beside
the ‘Circular Mound Garden’, with the Austrian pine trunks visible as a backdrop. The Change House is visible in the background. (Source: Cheryle Facey).
105. Bottom Right: View of Circular Mound Garden looking east from rear of Lodge
through greenhouse being dismantled c.2010. Inner and outer ring of evergreen trees are visible. Inner ring has the form of Eastern white cedar (Thuja
occidentalis) or Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis). (Source: Rita Brown)
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The Circular Mound Garden - Meaning

Main House

The only hint that this garden may have been conceived as a memorial
comes from the 1928 Dunington-Grubb plan drawing of the Swimming
Pool Garden mentioned above. It is not known whether this garden was
conceived as a memorial, and exactly who or what the garden might
have been memorializing, and the children of Calvin Gordon Rand and
Patricia Andrew have indicated that they did not know this feature to
be a memorial89.
It seems possible, however, that the garden may have initially been
designed as a memorial, and that this meaning failed to be passed down
through the generations. There appear to be two plausible explanations
for the creation of a memorial at the Rand Estate: Given the deaths of
George Jr.’s mother and father in 1919, and his youngest sibling Calvin
Gordon Rand in 1923 at age 17, the Circular Mound Garden could have
been designed in their memory. It seems equally plausible that the
garden could have been designed as a memorial to those who fell during
World War One (WWI), or during the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918-1920.
Perhaps it relates to both of these themes.

Circular
Mound
Garden

There are several instances during this period linking the Rands to the act
of memorialization in general, and to the ritual act of yearly remembrance
associated with the war years, which provides some context for why the
family might have been compelled to construct a memorial, whatever
its specific meaning.
106. Diagram overlaid on 1953 aerial showing how the Circular Mound Garden
marks the approximate halfway point between the Main House and the
Whistle Stop, and is a reflection of the semi-circular layout of the beds in the
Rose and Perennial Gardens. (Source: Brock University/ERA)
81

Whistle Stop
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As already discussed, George Sr. had donated money for the establishment
of a memorial in France to those lost in the battle of Verdun, making clear
his commitment to commemorating the sacrifices of those lost in the
war and his interest in memorialization. The Rand Estate’s adjacency to
the Commons, where soldiers trained during the war years, and the fact
that military officers were among the esteemed guests at Randwood
garden parties during these years (see clippings associated with the
1916 party cited earlier), and the Rands’ support of the soldiers during
WWI90, suggests further connections.
There is also evidence that George Jr. participated in what remains a
yearly pilgrimage to St. Vincent de Paul Cemetery, in Niagara-on-theLake, to honour the Polish soldiers stationed in town and lost during
WWI. An article from May 28th, 1928, marking the 10th annual pilgrimage,
notes that George Jr. hosted members of the organizing committee for
a luncheon at Randwood following the ceremonies at the cemetery91.
In 1929, the Rand Building in Buffalo was opened in honour of George
Sr.’s many achievements in business and philanthropy in Buffalo, another
act of memorialization from this period.
Linking meaning and design, it is worth noting that the early 20th century
saw the use of planted groves of trees as a form of memorialization. In
the introduction to the book ‘A History of Groves’, editor Jan Woudstra
writes that “…the twentieth century had seen various revivals of the
notion of groves, but these remained small-scale.

“The most popular types were memorial groves to commemorate an
individual or more generally those lost at war. These had a particular
international character, with many examples reported around the globe”92.
As an example, Woudstra cites a memorial grove designed in 1921 by the
landscape architect Madeline Agar at Wimbledon Common, London, to
commemorate World War I: “It was designed as five rings of forest trees
crossed by two avenues of English oaks (Quercus robur), with a stone
cross in the centre”.93
Interestingly, Agar (1875-1967) and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb both graduated
from Wembley Horticultural College, Agar in 1895 and Lorrie in 1896,
having overlapped for at least two years94. It is not known whether the
two remained in touch, or whether Agar’s design at Wimbledon Common
may have influenced the Circular Mound Garden at Randwood, but
this connection helps to provide further context about contemporary
approaches to memorial design in and around the time that the DuningtonGrubbs may have been designing the Circular Mound Garden at the
Rand Estate.
While we do not know whether the Circular Mound Garden was conceived
as a memorial, and exactly who or what it may have been memorializing,
it remains significant on design grounds alone.
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Whistle Stop, Hedges and Gate
Fig. 108 shows the terminus of the Main Walk in 1971. The Whistle Stop is
visible as a triangular gazebo type building, with one side set parallel to
the axis of the Main Walk. A line of hedges runs perpendicular to the axis
with an opening at the Main Walk, just to the north of the Whistle Stop
and the gates of the Estate Wall are visible to the south. The composition
of these elements and their alignment with the Main Walk axis clearly
indicates that these elements were designed to mark an important
entry-point into the estate for those arriving by train. As a whole, they
can be understood as another designed ‘node’ along the ‘Main Walk’.
While the date of construction of the Whistle Stop structure is not known,
a structure in this location shows up on a 1937 map of Niagara-on-theLake95 suggesting that it was extant at this time.
The Whistle Stop has a fieldstone base, matching the construction of
the Estate Wall along the southern perimeter, and the timber brackets
marking the entry in and out of the structure match the brackets of
the Conical Pavilion that marks the entry into the Rose and Perennial
gardens. The timing and design of the Whistle Stop suggests strongly
that it would have been designed by the Dunington-Grubbs.
From the 1930s until at least the 1970s, aerial photos indicate that the
portion of the Main Walk between the Whistle Stop and the Circular Mound
Garden ran along the edge of a planted orchard, and more generally would
have been defined by an agricultural character, whereas the portion of
the walk to the north of the Circular Mound Garden was characterized
by a formal estate garden character.
107. Whistle Stop in 2019 (top) and Conical Pavilion in 2020 (bottom). Note that
the wooden bracket design is the same on both structures. (Sources: ERA).
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Hedges

Gate pillars
perpendicular to
Main Walk axis

Whistle Stop

108. Diagram of Whistle Stop, hedges and gate on 1971 aerial photo. (Source:
National Air Photo Library/ERA)

109. 1937 map of Niagara-on-the-Lake. Note the small structure at the rear of the
estate that appears to be the Whistle Stop (Source: Brock University)
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4.2.2 State of the Landscape in 2018
Significant removals and alterations of landscape features including
trees and other plant materials, executed by agents of the owner of 200
John Street and 588 Charlotte Street, took place in November of 2018.
It is understood that the Notices of Intention to Designate for 200 John
Street and 588 Charlotte Street consider the state of the landscape prior
to these removals and alterations.
In order to assess the state of the landscape prior to the removals in
November 2018, this report relied on several sources, including drone
photography provided by Skyview Arts Inc. and taken before (on July 9th
and September 3rd, 2018) and in the aftermath (on November 19th, 2018)
of these removals; a Google aerial photograph of the estate from 2018;
and photographs of the site taken by Letourneau Heritage Consulting
(LHC) during their visits to the site prior to these removals and alterations.

110. Top: Drone photo prior to landscape removals and alterations. Carriage
House and Lodge visible lower right, Circular Mound Garden middle and Barn
and Stables at 588 Charlotte Street at upper middle. (Source: Skyview Arts
Inc.)
111. Bottom: Drone photo showing extent of landscape removals and alterations.
Lodge and Carriage House visible at lower right, circular mound at lower middle and Barn and Stables, Outbuilding and Sheds at 588 Charlotte Street at
upper middle. (Source: Skyview Arts Inc.)
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State of the Rose and Perennial Gardens
The majority of the Rose and Perennial Gardens area is located to the
north of the present boundaries of 200 John Street while a portion
falls within the north-south gravel driveway portion of the property
that connects to John Street. The area where the Rose and Perennial
Gardens once existed is now defined by canopy trees in a lawn. It is
noted, however, that the Conical Pavilion and the Stone Garden Pillars
were both observed on site during a site visit in July 2020, with the latter
found in a loose arrangement at the west side of the Main House, having
been moved at some point from their original location.

112. Top: Conical Pavilion located at 176 John Street East in 2020 (Source: ERA)
113. Bottom: Stone Garden Pillars in 2020 located next to the Main House at 176
John Street (Source: ERA).
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State of the Swimming Pool Garden
While somewhat overgrown, most of the features of the Swimming Pool
Garden appear to have been extant in 2018, and do not appear to have
been impacted by the removals and alterations.
After the creation of 200 John Street, the above mentioned gravel driveway
was constructed, following what had been the eastern edge of the estate
to John Street, and running through the footings of the Pergola, which
was likely removed around this time. A plan drawing prepared as part
of a field course by students at the Willowbank School of Restoration
Arts in 2010 shows how this new driveway connected into the older
estate service drive, and how the Main Walk and main service drive no
longer connected to 176 John Street to the north. This plan shows how
the Pool Garden and Production Garden and Lawn had been adapted
to function as a residential landscape associated with the Lodge, which
was occupied by Calvin Rand until his passing in 2016.
Despite the overgrown state of the vegetation, the 2020 site visit was
able to identify much of the woody plant material shown on this 2010
plan, as well as the pool, Tea House and surrounding landforms. Figures
114 and 115 show a view from 2010 and a similar view from a site visit
conducted in 2020..

114. View of the pool looking towards the southeast corner c.2010. (Source: Rita
Brown)
115. View of the pool looking south in 2020 (Source: ERA).
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116. Plan drawing of Swimming Pool Garden and Production Garden and Lawn from 2010. The Carriage House at bottom left and the Change House at bottom right (Source:
Willowbank School of Restoration Arts).
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State of the Production Garden and Lawn
This area appears to have been truncated from its original extents as
part of the creation of 200 John Street. A yew hedge was planted along
the new property line following a zig-zag pattern at the northern edges
of this garden (refer to the 2010 Willowbank student plan, fig. 116). The
southern edge of the garden continued to be defined by the curving
main service drive, and the garden could be accessed through openings
in the garden beds that lined the perimeter. A truncated portion of the
Main Walk connected to the service drive, linking this garden to the
Swimming Pool Garden and to the Lodge.
Photographs from 2010 indicate that following the creation of 200 John
Street, Calvin Rand had adapted this garden into an open lawn with
specimen trees and flower beds along the perimeter. From a landform
perspective, this garden is slightly sunken below the adjacent paths
and roads, with a shallow bank defining its edges, helping to define it
as another garden ‘room’.
It is not clear what state this garden was in in 2018. The 2020 site visit
was able to locate much of the plant material shown on the Willowbank
student plan, but would note that the perimeter flower beds were not
extant at that time.

117. View along service road toward Change House c.2010 with Production Garden
and Lawn visible to the left. (Source: Rita Brown).
118. View of Production Garden and Lawn from the Main Walk c.2010 (Source: Rita
Brown)
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State of the Change House
The Change House remains extant, but its landscape setting and the
significant view(s) as one approaches along the service road have been
degraded as a result of the removals and alterations. Before and after
views are seen in figures 119 and 120. The before view, c. 2010, was taken
from under the mature beech tree overhanging the service road to the
north of the Lodge. Clusters of mature coniferous trees are visible on
the south side of the road, and the former garden beds, planted on a
slight bank around the perimeter of the southern edge of the Production
Garden and Lawn, are visible to the left of the image. While the understory
gardens are not visible under the dense tree canopy in the 2018 aerial,
many if not all of the trees in this image appear to have been extant at
that time.

119. Picturesque view of Change House c.2010s and before 2018 landscape removals (Source: Rita Brown)
120. View of Change House in 2020, after landscape removals and alterations.
(Source: ERA)
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State of the Circular Mound Garden
The Circular Mound Garden appears to have been mostly extant in
photographs from 2010. The ‘Erosion & Sediment Control Plan Details’
drawing, prepared by Schaeffers Consulting Engineers, dated July 2020
and submitted as part of a subdivision development application on the
Subject Lands, includes an underlaid survey that appears to predate the
2018 removals and alterations.
In addition to the extant trees discussed in relation to the Production
Garden and Lawn, the Change House and the area surrounding the
Lodge, this survey clearly shows the circular landform of the Circular
Mound Garden and extant trees forming an incomplete outer ring.
Photographs from 2010 show that the paved gravel path of the Main
Walk no longer continued south from the Pool/Production garden area,
but that a view south, along the Main Walk with the Swimming Pool
Garden on the left and the Production Garden and Lawn to the right,
terminating at the Circular Mound Garden was extant at this time. Aerial
photographs show that the southern extents of the Main Walk appear to
have been defined by mowing, rather than a gravel path, from about the
1950s onwards. Figures 123 and 124 show that the landform survived
the 2018 removals and alterations.

121. Top: View of Main Walk toward Circular Mound Garden c.2010. (Source: Rita
Brown)
122. Bottom: View towards the Lodge from the Main Walk c.2010 (Source: Rita
Brown).
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123. View of the Main Walk toward the Circular Mound Garden in 2020. Note the
honeylocust (left) and birch (right) visible in the before and after images.
(Source: ERA)

124. View north with circular mound visible in midground, 2020. (Source: Brendan
Stewart)
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A

B
C

125. Excerpt from ‘Erosion & Sediment Control Plan Details’ (July 2020) by Schaeffers Consulting Engineers, associated with a proposed subdivision plan on the Subject
Lands. The underlaid survey appears to show the landscape prior to the 2018 removals, including extant trees and landforms in the vicinity of the Lodge and the
Production Garden and lawn, (A) the Circular Mound Garden (B) and the Change House (C). (Source: Base drawing by Schaeffers Consulting Engineers. Annotations by
ERA).
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State of the Whistle Stop, Hedges and Gate
The Whistle Stop is in a degraded state but, based on a site visit conducted
in 2019, it appears to be largely intact.
The hedges that marked the northern limit of this ‘node’ along the
Main Walk appear to have become overgrown, forming a portion of the
successional fencerow condition on this portion of the property.
The brick pillars and stone wall that mark the gate and access point to
the property from the former rail line are intact, however the decorative
metal gate has been removed and its location is not known. It is pictured
on page 30 of Leah Wallace’s October 2017 HIA96.
An un-obstructed view from the Whistle Stop to the Circular Mound
Garden along the Main Walk axis remained extant until the extensive
landscape removals and alterations of 2018.
126. View of the Whistle Stop and brick pillars marking the entrance to the former
rail corridor, 2019 (Source: ERA).
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State of the trees in the ‘Panhandle’
As discussed, when 200 John Street was subdivided from the larger
estate, a new entrance gate along John Street was created to the east
of the main gates at 176 John Street, which opened to a meandering
gravel driveway connecting to the Lodge at the centre of the newly
delineated property. This driveway runs through what may be referred
to as a ‘panhandle’, a narrow strip of land that connects to the main
portion of 200 John Street at the rear.
A portion of this gravel driveway can be seen on the 2010 Willowbank
student plan drawing (Fig. 116), which shows how it was routed through
the Pergola at the Swimming Pool Garden, and connected in front of the
Change House into an older stretch of service road.
This driveway is modest in width and construction, and largely follows
the natural contours of the landscape. Immediately to the east of the lily
pond component of the Sunken Garden at 176 John Street, a portion of
the driveway traverses the creek and follows the alignment of the eastern
portion of an elliptical drive that ringed the Sunken Garden.

127. View of gravel driveway inside 200 John Street gate, November 2020 (Source:
Alex Topps).

Figure 128 is a diagram that illustrates how this section of the gravel
driveway appears to incorporate a remnant of this elliptical drive and
takes advantage of a pre-existing bridge, both (the remnant drive and
bridge) assumed to have been laid out by the Dunington-Grubbs. To the
north and south, the driveway follows a meandering route, presumably
to minimize impact on existing trees (Fig. 130).
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Excerpt from “Plan of Survey of Part of the Military
Reserve and Part of the Lands Formerly Owned
by the Hon. Wm. Dickson As Shown on Registered
Plan No 86 In the Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake
In the Regional Municipality of Niagara Formerly
in the County of Lincoln.” 1976 (Source: Gerald F
Steele Ontario Land Surveyor).

Excerpt from “Randwood Estate Existing Site Condition Sketch Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake”. February
6th 2020. (Source: Kirkup Mascoe Ure Surveying LTD).

Composite diagram showing how current gravel
driveway incorporates a portion of the elliptical drive
(Source: Kirkup Mascoe Ure Surveying LTD/ERA).

Current Gravel Driveway
Retained Portion of ‘Ellipse’ Drive
Removed Portion of ‘Ellipse’ Drive
Bridge

128. Diagram of 200 John Street ‘Panhandle’ (Sources: Base Drawing by Gerald F
Steele Ontario Land Surveyor, and Kirkup Mascoe Ure Surveying LTD.
Annotations by ERA).
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A 2021 Arborist Report and Tree Inventory Report prepared by Stantec
and Buchanan, maps and identifies over 50 trees of varying species, sizes,
health condition and estimated ages, within the ‘panhandle’ between
the gate at John Street and the Swimming Pool Garden 97.
It seems likely that a number of trees would have been removed to
accommodate the gravel driveway’s construction, but it also appears
that the driveway was constructed modestly and routed in such a way
that minimized its impact. Additionally, the size and estimated age of
some of the trees suggests that replanting may have accompanied or
followed the driveway construction.
This portion of 200 John Street is best understood as part of the ‘Shady
Open Grove’, and the vegetation is significant in how it continues to form
part of the backdrop and context of the Dunington-Grubb designed
Sunken Garden and the Main House at 176 John Street.
129. View of trees in 200 John Street ‘Panhandle’. Looking toward 176 John Street,
bridge visible in midground to left, November 2020 (Source: Alex Topps).
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130. View of trees in 200 John Street ‘Panhandle,’ looking south in 2020 (Source:
ERA).

131. View of trees in 200 John Street ‘Panhandle,’ looking north in 2020 (Source:
ERA).
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4.3 An Evolving Country Estate at 588 Charlotte Street
4.3.1 Analysis
Earlier sections of this report introduced the Rand Estate as an example of
an early 20th century Country Estate and Model Farm and summarized the
writings and design practice of the Dunington-Grubbs, describing how they
recommended the organization of country estates into zones, including
entrance zones, service zones, pleasure grounds, recreation zones and
domestic zones. The previous chapter introduced the ‘Foundations of
Estate Structure’, including how the Creek and Tributary, and the Sunny
Productive Fields, informed the development of the 588 Charlotte Street
portion of the estate.

this Farm Complex was first accessed through the ornamental farm gate
at the Milkhouse and Stables on Charlotte Street, and from a dedicated
access further south along Charlotte Street since at least 1953. The
‘Circulation, Features, Vegetation and Landforms’ diagrams in that chapter
show how the setting of this Farm Complex has evolved in more detail.

The portion of the estate that now comprises 588 Charlotte Street is
primarily associated with the Sheets branch of the Rand family, and has
evolved over time. The Farm Complex at 588 Charlotte Street — the Barn
and Stables, Outbuilding and Sheds — clearly demonstrate the Model
Farm history of the site, and how they ‘work together’ to establish the
character and context of the site. The following sections will focus on
the organization of the buildings as a farm complex, and their siting and
integration within the larger estate landscape, as well as the trees and
hedges on this property.
The ‘Evidence of Land Use (Rand Estate Zones)’ diagrams in the previous
chapter show how the buildings of 588 Charlotte Street cluster to form
a ‘service zone’ complex at the rear of the estate, surrounded first by
a ‘domestic ground zone’ of agricultural yards and fields, which later
evolved into a ‘pleasure ground zone’ of informal lawns and a pool,
following the conversion of the buildings to a residential function by
Henry Sheets Jr. in the mid-1950s. Linked to the service road network,
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Pre-1956 – Model Farm
Bounded to the west by the Tributary, to the north by the service road,
to the east by the Main Walk, and to the south by the southern property
line along the rail embankment, the 1934 aerial photograph reveals a
pattern of mature gridded trees suggesting that the fields behind the
building complex consisted at this time of a remnant orchard that likely
predates the Rand tenure of the estate. Over time, aerial photographs
show the decline of this remnant orchard.
This same aerial photograph (and later aerials), shows how the complex of
farm buildings at 588 Charlotte Street were organized in a courtyard form,
oriented to the north, at the termination of a north-south service drive
that originally connected to the ornamental farm gate along Charlotte
Street at the Milkhouse and Stables. Designed to be approached from
the north, the Farm Complex includes a stables building which features
a symmetrical design with a central dormer and cupola on axis with
this approach drive, evidence of the deliberate siting and design of the
complex in the ornamental farm tradition. The approach to the Farm
Complex from the north would have been enhanced by a deliberate
linear plantation of coniferous trees along the east side of the north
south service road which appear to be fairly mature by 1953.

132. 1934 aerial photograph (Source: Brock University).

This complex of buildings originally featured the Barn and Stables. The
Barn featured doors and an upper storey hayloft door and pulley oriented
to the west. The 1953 aerial photograph of this area shows a distinctive
yard to the west of the barn, south of the service road and east of the
Tributary that, given the design and orientation of the Barn and Sheds,
appears to have functioned as a barnyard, likely for cows kept in the
Barn and chickens kept in the coop.
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Shed visible in 1931
aerial
Shed constructed
between 1934-1938

Barn visible in
1931 aerial

Breezeway constructed
in 1937, enclosed by the
Dingmans post-1980

Added by the
Dingmans post-1980

Outbuilding visible in
1931 aerial

Constructed between
1954-1965

Stables constructed
in 1937
(Visible in 1938 aerial)
133. Diagram of the Farm Complex at 588 Charlotte Street, including the Barn and Stables, Outbuilding, and Sheds, showing estimated construction timeline based on archival aerial photographs and documents, shown on a 2018 aerial photograph (Source: Google/ERA).
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Barnyard
Service Forecourt
Garden Forecourt
Horse Paddock
Backyard
Tree Rows
Remnant Orchard
Trees

Hedges
Creek Tributary

134. Top: Aerial photographs of the Farm Complex at 588 Charlotte Street (1953,
1965, 1971). Bottom: Annotated aerial photographs (1953, 1965, 1971). (Sources:
Brock University/ERA and National Air Photo Library/ERA)
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Post-1956 – Residential Conversion
Figure 126 is a survey of a portion of 588 Charlotte Street from pre-1956,
when this portion of the estate was parcelled in order for Henry Sheets
Jr. and his brother to convert the Farm Complex to a residential use. The
survey depicts fences connected to buildings that organize the area into
distinct zones – a service courtyard accessed by the service road, an
enclosed zone to the west of the building complex (the aforementioned
barnyard), and another enclosed zone to the east and south. The eastern
property line is noteworthy as it does not reflect the current boundary
of 588 Charlotte Street, but seems to have informed the alignment of a
planted edge bounding this portion of the estate following the conversion
to residential uses.
Figure 134 shows that by 1965, the barnyard had been integrated into a
larger residential lawn area that still featured some of the earlier remnant
orchard. To the south, and east (following the property line depicted on
the pre-1956 survey) a regular plantation of coniferous trees is evident,
likely planted by the Sheets to establish a boundary for what was now
a large backyard area. It is possible that these trees might have been
grown in what appear to be plant nurseries in the fields to the north of
the complex (also on 588 Charlotte Street) bounded to the west by the
Tributary and to the north, east and south by service roads.

To summarize, the lands that now comprise 588 Charlotte Street appear
to have been designed deliberately in the model farm tradition, balancing
functionality with decorative ornamentation to enhance the experience of
the Country Estate. The complex of buildings have a deliberate layout that
defines functional zones (inner and outer forecourts, a former barnyard
and field/backyard), first for agricultural and then adapted for residential
uses, and that respond to the pre-existing road network and the Tributary,
and which have been enhanced and defined by deliberate planting
efforts including hedges and boundary tree planting.
While the landscape design cannot be definitely attributed to the
Dunington-Grubbs, the patterns described above suggest a sophisticated
response to the site and an effective integration of a Model Farm operation
within a larger Country Estate.

Also by 1965, the forecourt had been divided into what appears to be an
inner residential garden and an outer driveway / turnaround area. New
hedging had been established to define the northern limits of this zone,
along the service drives. By 1971, a pool had been built in the backyard,
and the perimeter tree planting had visibly matured.
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135. Top: Survey of property c1956 when this portion of the estate was parcelled in order for Henry Sheets Jr. and his brother to convert the Farm Complex into a residential
use (Source: Glenbow Archives).
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4.3.2 State of the Landscape in 2018
Figure 136, extracted from a report by Letourneau Heritage Consulting98,
shows a head on view of the Farm Complex and the mature hedging
defining the inner forecourt garden from the north. Figure 128 shows
this same view from a site visit conducted in 2020, revealing the removal
of nearly all of the vegetation.
Figure 138, drone images from July 8th, 2018 show that the hedging
along the south side of the service drive, bounding the former barnyard
to the west and continuing to the east of the Outbuilding was extant at
this time, as was much of the coniferous edge plantation bounding the
eastern limit of the backyard.
Additionally, several large White Oak trees (Quercus alba) were noted
at 588 Charlotte Street that appear to be quite old, likely predating the
Rands occupation of the Estate by decades if not longer. Two are located
along the service road to Charlotte Street, north of the road and south of
the Weatherstone Court subdivision, and two others were noted within
the heavily treed zone at the southern limit of the property along the
former rail line. These trees have cultural value as their survival suggests
that they have been valued and incorporated throughout the history of
the Rand Estate and likely well before.

136. Top: View of Barn and Stables during the Dingman ownership. (Source: ‘Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report’ (2018) by Letourneau Heritage Consulting).
137. Bottom: View of Barn and Stables during site visit in July 2020. (Source: ERA)
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138. Drone photos of 588 Charlotte Street prior to landscape removals and alterations
taken on July 8th, 2018 (Source: Skyview Arts Inc.).
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Evaluation of the subject lands under 9/06
5.1 Introduction
The following is an evaluation of 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte
Street as it applies to the criteria set out in Ontario Regulation 9/06 (O.
Reg. 9/06) for determining cultural heritage value or interest. The scope
of the evaluation reflects the major focus of this report on the history
and character of the site since it came under the ownership of the Rand
family in 1910.

139. Opposite: View of the Swimming Pool Garden with Carriage House and
Lodge visible in the background c.1930 (Source: CCHHS Archives at the Royal
Botanical Gardens).
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5.2 200 John Street East
200 John Street East
The property has design value or physical value because it,
(i) is a rare, unique,
representative or early
example of a style, type,
expression, material, or
construction method,

As an integral part of the Rand Estate, the property is a rare and representative example
of a large Country Place Era estate. The estate is in keeping with Country Place Era designed
landscapes that characterized upper class North Americans’ country residences and retreats,
particularly in the 1920s and 1930s. The estate, which was 50 acres (20 hectares) in size at its
height, would have been among the larger examples of this type. The formal and informal
landscape design features on this property designed by prominent landscape architects
Dunington-Grubb are characteristic of this movement in landscape architecture.

The property is a unique and representative example of a Beaux-Arts landscape. This is
reflected in the axial landscape of the former ‘Main Walk’, an integrated sequence of garden
rooms and axial views following Beaux-Arts design principles. Spanning from the Estate Wall
to the main house, most of this landscape sits within this property. It includes the Swimming
Pool Garden, a composition of built and landscape features which includes what is believed to
be the first private pool in Niagara-on-the-Lake, as well as the Circular Mound Garden, which
functions as a visual landmark and moment of pause within this axial landscape.
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200 John Street East
(ii) displays a high degree
of craftsmanship or
artistic merit, or

The property displays a high degree of craftsmanship for the design of its Swimming
Pool Garden. Designed by skilled landscape architects Howard and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb
and constructed by Sheridan Nurseries, the Swimming Pool Garden on the property creates
an integrated garden setting for a pool that was a destination within the Rand Estate. The
composition of built and landscape elements contains the Pool, Tea House, Pergola (not extant),
paving, rectilinear graded banks, hedging, lawn and herbaceous border. Together, they create
an outdoor room, and demonstrate landscape design and architecture working in harmony.

(iii) demonstrates a high
degree of technical or
scientific achievement.

The property does not demonstrate a high degree of technical or scientific achievement. No
evidence was found to suggest the built and landscape elements demonstrate significant
achievement in this regard.

The property has historical value or associative value because it,
(i) has direct associations
with a theme, event, belief,
person, activity, organization
or institution that is
significant to a community,

The property has direct associations with the Rand family. The Rands, a prominent family
from Buffalo, New York, became well-known in Niagara-on-the -Lake over multiple generations,
each of which had distinct uses and interests on the estate. The property comprises a portion of
the land first purchased by the Rands in 1910, and remained under the family’s ownership until
2016. The property’s ability to convey these associations is evident in the many key elements
of the estate it contains, such as the Lodge, Carriage House, Main Walk and Swimming Pool
Garden, many or all of which were commissioned by the Rand family. The estate continues to
be known by the family namesake.
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200 John Street East
The property has direct associations with Calvin Gordon Rand (1929-2016). Among the
third generation of his family on the Rand Estate, Calvin Gordon Rand maintained a presence
there throughout his lifetime. Rand is particularly known for co-founding both the Shaw Festival
and the Niagara Institute for International Studies, both based in Niagara-on-the-Lake, and for
working to build links between Canada and the United States. The property contains the Lodge,
which he altered and expanded in 1971 for his family’s own use, and the property remained
under his ownership until shortly before his death in 2016.
The property has direct associations with the Shaw Festival. Throughout the festival’s
first decade after its founding by Brian Doherty and Calvin Gordon Rand in 1962, the Rand
Estate was the setting for recurring events with guests including prime ministers, premiers
and ambassadors. In its position behind the main house, this property, including its Swimming
Pool Garden, was an integral part of these large events. After this formative decade, the festival
achieved permanent status with the opening of a permanent venue opposite the estate across
the Commons. It has since grown to become a major Canadian and Ontario cultural icon,
drawing some 250,000 visitors annually to Niagara-on-the-Lake.
(ii) yields, or has the potential
to yield, information that
contributes to an understanding
of a community or culture, or

111

The property yields an understanding of Niagara-on-the-Lake as a ‘summer colony’. The
arrival of the railway in Niagara-on-the-Lake in the 1850s and its linkage to Buffalo in the 1860s
meant that, by the late 19th century, the community had become a popular tourist destination,
or ‘summer colony’, for Americans, particularly those from Buffalo. Among these were the Rand
family, and the property conveys this association through the Whistle Stop which was used
as a private train stop by the family until passenger rail service ended in 1926. It is the south
terminus of the former Main Walk connecting the railway to the Main House.
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200 John Street East
(iii) demonstrates or reflects
the work or ideas of an
architect, artist, builder,
designer or theorist who is
significant to a community.

The property reflects the work of landscape architects Howard and Lorrie DuningtonGrubb. Dunington-Grubb were pioneers in the field of landscape architecture, and the estate
landscape reflects the principles applied throughout their practice in planning and designing
country house properties. These are reflected in landscape elements designed in relation to
the buildings on the property, including the use of axial walkways, garden pavilions, sculpture,
herbaceous borders, and mature vegetation within the landscape. Dunington-Grubb is known
to have worked on the estate over more than three decades, from 1917 until at least 1950, and
may have been retained as early as 1915.

The property has contextual value because it,
(i) is important in defining,
maintaining or supporting
the character of an area,

The property is important in supporting the character of the surrounding area. The
Estate Wall which delineates the boundaries of the Rand Estate supports the character of the
area historically defined by large estate lots along John Street. The segments of the wall on
the property, with its rhythm of pillars and gates, are important to the public realm on John
Street and the former rail corridor.

(ii) is physically, functionally,
visually or historically linked
to its surroundings, or

The property is physically, functionally, visually, and historically linked to the Rand Estate.
The property is physically connected to the adjacent estate properties through an estate-wide
circulation system of roads and paths, the estate wall which delineates the boundary of the
estate, and the Main Walk which connected this property to the Main House and functioned as
an organizational element of the formal landscape. It is visually connected to these properties
through the siting of its built and landscape features which create visual connections between
buildings and landscape features on the estate. The property is functionally and historically
connected to the adjacent estate properties through the Carriage House and Lodge which
supported the estate’s use as a summer residence.
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200 John Street East
The property is physically, functionally, visually, and historically linked to the former
rail corridor. The rail corridor forms the southwestern boundary of the estate, delineated by
the estate wall and tree planting. At a gated opening in the wall created for the purpose, the
property contains the Whistle Stop used historically by the Rand family as a private railway stop,
an important organizing element in the axial design of this property and historical functions
of the estate.
(iii) is a landmark.

113

The property is not a landmark. It is a private property which has seen limited use in recent
years, is sited in the interior of a larger estate, and does not contain built elements visible from
the public realm.
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5.3 588 Charlotte Street
588 Charlotte Street
The property has design value or physical value because it,
(i) is a rare, unique,
representative or early
example of a style, type,
expression, material, or
construction method,

As an integral part of the Rand Estate, the property is a rare and representative example
of a large Country Place Era estate. The estate is in keeping with Country Place Era designed
landscapes that characterized upper class North Americans’ country residences and retreats,
particularly in the 1920s and 1930s. The estate, which was 50 acres (20 hectares) in size at its height,
would have been among the larger examples of this type. The model farm buildings on this property
and their functional and picturesque setting, complementary to the formal landscape features
found on other parts of the estate, are characteristic of this movement in landscape architecture.
The property is a rare and representative example of a model farm (aka ornamental farm or
ferme ornée). Ornamental farms, or fermes ornées, were defined by domestic grounds providing a
rural character that complemented the park-like aesthetic in the pleasure and recreation grounds.
The property contains a concentration of these functions within the estate, and the Barn and
Stables, Outbuilding, and Sheds contain design features common to all the farm and service
buildings across the estate, combining the utility of the working farm with the aesthetic of the
formal landscape design in a manner which is characteristic of model farms.

(ii) displays a high degree
of craftsmanship or
artistic merit, or

The property does not display a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit. The craftsmanship
and artistic merit of the built and landscape elements were found to be typical for their type and
period.

(iii) demonstrates a high
degree of technical or
scientific achievement.

The property does not demonstrate a high degree of technical or scientific achievement. No evidence
was found to suggest the built and landscape elements demonstrate significant achievement in
this regard.
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588 Charlotte Street
The property has historical value or associative value because it,
(i) has direct associations
with a theme, event, belief,
person, activity, organization
or institution that is
significant to a community,

The property has direct associations with the Rand family. The Rands, a prominent family
from Buffalo, New York, became well-known in Niagara-on-the-Lake over multiple generations,
each of which had distinct uses and interests on the estate. The property comprises a portion of
the land first purchased by the Rands in 1910, and remained under the family’s ownership until
1980. The property’s ability to convey these associations is evident in the many key elements
of the estate it contains, including the Barn and Stables used by the Rand family as part of their
model farm, which were later converted by the Sheets branch of the family for use as a summer
residence. The estate continues to be known by the family namesake.
The property has direct associations with the activities of a model farm (aka ornamental
farm or ferme ornée). The property contains a concentration of the functions associated with
this activity on the estate. Its ability to convey this association is evident in the design character
and arrangement of the Barn and Stables and outbuildings, which maintain the legibility of the
Rand family’s model farm. The design features of these buildings are common to all the service
and farm buildings on the estate, and were incorporated in the conversion of the Barn and Stables
into a summer residence in the mid-20th century.

(ii) yields, or has the potential
The property does not yield, or have the potential to yield, information that contributes to an
to yield, information that
understanding of a community or culture. While it forms an integral part of the Rand Estate,
contributes to an understanding the property was not found to yield information to a significant degree in this regard.
of a community or culture, or
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588 Charlotte Street
(iii) demonstrates or reflects
the work or ideas of an
architect, artist, builder,
designer or theorist who is
significant to a community.

The property does not demonstrate or reflect the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder,
designer or theorist who is significant to a community, though design features found on all the
service and farm buildings on the estate suggest that they were designed by the same person. The
property forms part of the larger estate landscape associated with landscape architects Howard
and Lorrie Dunington-Grubb, however their work is more directly conveyed within adjacent
properties on the estate.

The property has contextual value because it,
(i) is important in defining,
maintaining or supporting
the character of an area,

The property is important in supporting the character of the surrounding area. The Estate Wall
which delineates the boundaries of the Rand Estate supports the character of the area historically
defined by large estate lots along John Street. The segments of the wall on the property, with its
rhythm of pillars and gates, are important to the public realm on Charlotte Street and the former
rail corridor, where the property contains the longest continuous segment of the wall across the
estate.

(ii) is physically, functionally,
visually or historically linked
to its surroundings, or

The property is physically, functionally, visually, and historically linked to the Rand Estate.
The property is physically connected to the adjacent estate properties through an estate-wide
circulation system of roads and paths as well as the Estate Wall which delineates the boundary of
the estate. It is visually connected to these properties through the siting of its built features which
create visual connections between buildings and landscape features on the estate. The property
is functionally and historically connected to the adjacent estate properties through the Barn and
Stables and outbuildings that supported the small model farm associated with the larger estate.
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588 Charlotte Street
The property is physically and visually linked to the former rail corridor. The rail corridor
forms the southwestern boundary of the estate, delineated by the Estate Wall and tree planting.
Among the various estate properties, this property shares the longest boundary with the former
rail corridor, and consequently, it contains the longest continuous segment of the wall across the
estate.
(iii) is a landmark.

The property is not a landmark. It is a private property which has seen limited use in recent years,
is sited in the interior of a larger estate, and does not contain built elements visible from the public
realm.

140. Opposite: 1965 aerial photograph showing
the Farm Complex at 588 Charlotte Street and
Circular Mound Garden, Lodge and Carriage
House at 200 John Street (Source: National Air
Photo Library).
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Conclusion
The Rand Estate, Niagara-on-the-Lake: Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report
for 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte Street has been prepared by the
authors on behalf of SORE, a local community association established
to support responsible development within the Rand Estate.
The report is intended specifically to inform a forthcoming hearing of
the Conservation Review Board regarding the potential designation of a
portion of the Rand Estate under the Ontario Heritage Act (200 John Street
East and 588 Charlotte Street). It serves as an independent assessment
which summarizes the research and analysis of the authors to date.
The Rand Estate has evolved over time in response to a number of forces.
The history in Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Rand family and of
the site’s context before their arrival in 1910, and identifies four major
eras of development across their tenure on the estate.
The analysis in Chapter 3 examines this evolution at the scale of the
estate and the Subject Lands through broad patterns of use, constituent
components and built features, and the significant views and spatial
relationships that organize the design and remain extant today.
The analysis in Chapter 4 shows that the Main Walk axis and associated
garden rooms and nodes on 200 John Street East were clearly designed
as a unified whole, and organized around the important relationship
between the rail line and the estate. The analysis in this chapter further
shows how the landscape at 588 Charlotte Street developed first as an
important node of agricultural and service uses on the property, and
later was adapted for residential purposes.

The influence of landscape architects Dunington-Grubb is also examined
in Chapter 4, from their involvement in specific features to the character
of the estate as a whole. It is highly likely that the Dunington-Grubbs had
a hand in the design and laying out of much of the estate landscape,
during their association with the property from at least 1917 to 1940.
As laid out in Chapter 5, the Subject Lands were evaluated under the
criteria set out in O. Reg. 9/06 for determining cultural heritage value or
interest. The properties were found to meet the criteria on the basis of
design/physical, historical/associative and contextual value.
The heritage significance of the Subject Lands is integral to the history
and character of the Rand Estate, and each property tells a portion of
the evolving history of the estate not evident elsewhere. Based on the
findings of this report, 200 John Street East and 588 Charlotte Street are
considered to be candidates for designation under the Ontario Heritage Act.

141. Opposite: View towards the Lodge from the Main Walk, date unknown
(Source: Rand Family).
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Interview #1: Robin Ellis, Jennifer Griffis and Melissa Robb
Date: June 16, 2021

•

Interviewees:
•
•
•

Robin Ellis
Jennifer Griffis
Melissa Robb

Interviewers:
•
•
•

Michael McClelland
Brendan Stewart
Amanda Ghantous

By video conference.
Interview Notes
Notes to the Reader:
•
•
•
•
•

Robin Ellis, Jennifer Griffis and Melissa Robb are the children
of Calvin Gordon Rand and Patricia Andrew (two other siblings
were not part of this interview).
This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.
Content attributed to the interviewers is shown in bold.
Content attributed to the interviewee is not shown in bold.
Text shown in square brackets has been added for context and
clarity.

Interview Notes:
•

The driveway for 200 John was put in after 200 John was severed
from the property – some trees had to come down for that.

[Intended scope of interview]:
•

The whole point is just trying to get at the most accurate
understanding of the facts

•
•
•

One major topic is the Lodge and fire – trying to get the facts
straight, a bit of a gap in understanding about the Lodge and
the fire.
Circular Mound Garden – what you do remember about it?
Whistle stop and train station – recognizing this was before
your time
Gardens between the pool and the Main House

Circular Mound Garden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We have a few eye level images, none in detail
[Showing 1931 aerial] – appears to be part of a larger composition, and clearly a designed feature given the circular geometry. Can you tell us what you remember about this feature?
The circle was gravel, pea stone gravel, whole pathway was originally pea stone, Calvin let that grow in over time
Those were pine trees
There was an inner circle of trees, right?
Yes
They look like cedar but it’s hard to tell
It was mounded.
“It was dark in there,” “we used to ride the horses around it”
An interesting element along that walkway, it’s about halfway
between the house and the Whistle Stop
Thinking about it way back when the train was running, it
looks like a lot of the gardens were designed based on this axis
Looks like a clear organizing feature early in the life of the
estate
“It was a big deal to have that train go by” – used to stand by the
wall and watch the train go by
Two theories about the Circular Mound Garden feature:
Clearly designed before 1931
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

We suspect it was done around the time that the D-Gs were
designing the formal gardens
Given the D-Gs have a drawing that refers to a ‘memorial garden’,
wonder if this could be it?
In the years after WWI, and after death of great grandparents
[Suggests two theories]: family memorial or WWI memorial
They don’t know and can’t confirm but it seems plausible
I would think it was a design element and it was not designed as
any kind of memorial – they probably would have put a plaque
What they did have were three piles of wood that were put
together to burn at the end of the war (WWII?), one was between
the Lodge and the garage (carriage house), and two were across
form each other up the driveway toward the big house. The
reason they didn’t burn them was because they’d been built
for so long that ivy grew all over them, they were beautiful and
nobody wanted to get rid of them. Piles of wood covered in ivy,
like grape ivy
Piles of wood in a dome form, cut wood and were to be burned
at the end of the war, eventually they collapsed (unsure what
year they were built and but they were there well into the 80s.)
[Questions regarding the Lodge and the fire at the Lodge]
It was in 1998. It didn’t burn to the ground. It was the center
part where the ceiling collapsed. They said it started in the front
bedroom where there was a wood cedar vent in the roof peak,
they’ve said it was electrical, not sure anybody ever knew what
the cause of the fire was
Structurally it did not change when it was poorly rebuilt
One of the assumptions is that it was burnt to the ground and
rebuilt
Even before the fire, it wasn’t anything like the original building
We had found there was an architect in Buffalo in the 20s who
said he designed a Lodge for the Rand family
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Certainly after the fire, one of the things that was original, the
only original part was the ceiling and the fireplace. After the fire,
the ceiling was completely caved in
People are looking at it and saying it has some value in relation to your dad and at the time of the Shaw Festival that
that’s the building he was living in…
No. He was in the big house then. Last wedding in the Main
House was in 1976 and they were still using the Main House at
that time [this coincides with the sale of 144 and 176 John Street
to the Devonian Group]
When did you live on the estate?
Spent every summer of our lives there, and one and a half years.
Married in 1974, we were still going to the big house
Still stayed in the Main House for a while after it was sold to the
Devonian Group
The Barn and Stables (588 Charlotte):
Henry Sheets grew up in the house next door in the summer
[indicating the Sheets House at 144 John Street]
When the house in the back was renovated – no one knows
Jane and Henry raised their kids in the stables
[Presented our timeline – renovated in 1956-57 and sold to
the Dingman’s in 1980.] They confirmed this timeline sounded
about right.
The long wing to the right was a cow barn – it was converted to
an apartment
Change House:
Little cubby rooms for people to change their clothes
There was a toilet, to the right was a long room, to the left a long
room with pegs
Mom and Dad, took all the walls out and made it into a little
‘sleeping cabin’ in the late 70s, daughters used to sleep there
They did call it the bath house
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Carriage House:
They called it the garage
Caretaker used to live upstairs
What did the caretaker do? When they were growing up there
was no chauffeur, when they did have a chauffeur they probably
lived in the Randwood Apartments [indicating the Milkhouse
and Stables or Gatehouses on Charlotte Street – would need to
confirm]
Harry Van Halpert – he was mainly a gardener and truly maintained the gardens, quite a few people who worked for him, big
vegetable garden, definitely there in the 60s, maybe the 50s
Brett Sherlock? His grandfather built the wall. Brett has a cool
black and white photo of his grandfather, great grandfather
building the wall [They confirmed this was the Elliott family]
What about the farm:
It was never referred to as Randwood Farms, no cattle that they
know of, if there was cattle they would have known about it
There is nothing about that – there is something in a genealogy
about Calvin Rand [Believed to be George Sr.’s father] in Tonawanda, NY that had a fruit farm
Was it more of a hobby farm?
They had significant horses in the barns and stables, horse and
buggies
Calvin Rand built the little structure in the field [the caved in
barn]
There were two or three paddocks but the big one backed onto
the Letchworth property [this is the neighbouring Brunswick
Place] and we hayed that field [indicating the southern portion
of the field east of the Whistle Stop].
Whistle stop:
It had a sleigh or carriage in it
Whistle stop – thatched roof, had a perfectly good roof, green
trim?, white framing
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Design of the pillars is the same, decorative iron work is the
same [showing photos of the main gate and Whistle Stop gate]
[The Whistle Stop and Conical Pavilion] were never updated
during Calvin Rand’s time
The pergola – original was removed after it rotted
What about the parties?
So many parties!
Every summer for a couple of openings they would have big
parties
There were a lot of parties
In the early days when the theatre was building sets they would
be looking for furniture and they would take it from the house
Another person in Niagara-on-the-Lake, at the Shaw in the early
days, is Rita Brown [confirmed we have her photos]
[Questions about the Lodge (continued)]:
The greenhouse was attached to the Lodge originally, French
doors that connected the Lodge to the greenhouse
Our grandmother lived in there when we were little (mother’s
mother), not sure who lived in it when Dad was growing up
What you think, if you could summarize what would have
attracted your family to Niagara-on-the-Lake in the first
place?
No response
A little bit more context around what your great grandfather
was doing in Europe:
He did outfit a US regiment that went overseas
When he was over there he was shown the Trench of Bayonets
and he was so moved by the story that he said he was going to
donate a memorial and he was on his way back from that trip
when he died. Their grandfather [George Rand Jr] and his three
siblings honored that commitment
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Interview #2: Cheryle Facey
Date: June 16, 2021

•

Interviewee:
•

Cheryle Facey

Interviewers:
•
•
•

Michael McClelland
Brendan Stewart
Amanda Ghantous

By video conference.

•
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•
•
•
•

Interview Notes
Notes to the Reader:
•
•
•
•
•

Cheryle Facey is the grandchild of former groundskeeper Alexander Panas.
This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.
Content attributed to the interviewers is shown in bold.
Content attributed to the interviewee is not shown in bold.
Text shown in square brackets has been added for context and
clarity.

Interview Notes:
•
•
•
•

Would be good to get a sense of the time period
Was it your grandfather that was a caretaker?
Alec (Alexander) Panas was the groundskeeper for the estate, he
lived in the carriage house with his wife, Mary
They had a house before that, they were probably there first
around 1963 and stayed until roughly 1980
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Main responsibilities were to run the property, took care of the
pool, took care of the horses, made sure everything was secure,
stable hand
There were times he was the only one on the estate, most of the
year he would have been the only one
Gardens:
Was there a whole crew?
There was definitely additional help, Alec was not responsible for
a lot of the labour
Younger people cutting hedges, mowing grass
Flower gardens near the pool, a lot of flowers in the garden next
to the pool [across the main walk or the flower gardens north of
the pool?], doesn’t always remember that garden being there
There was a lot of beautiful full hedging
There was a big thicket, like in Britain on the side of the road,
it had a lot of birds living in it [turns out these were the domed
piles of wood covered in creeping plants that were to be
burned at the end of the war but eventually collapsed and were
removed]
Mostly trees around the tennis court, the flowers were mostly on
the pool side
Memories of the mound?
They always walked that way to go to the stables [these are the
caved in stables], they used to play in there and pretend they
were horses.
Pea gravel around the mound, a lot of trees around it, very
shaded area, never warm, grass on it and a lot of trees surrounding it
That’s about the density of the trees, maybe they were a bit
more dense in the 60s/70s [looking at one of the Rita Brown
images]
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Do you know anything about the history of the garden? What
it meant?
Cheryle loved horses as a kid. She was not sure if it’s true but she
heard some horses were buried under the mound. There were
rumors that horses were buried all over the estate – one near the
Sheets house, one near the main house, one near the mound –
never saw it but was told this
How many horses were there? Was it a big farming operation?
There were three horses and a pony, often used the jumping
coral behind the garage
Did they have other animals?
She remembers a lot of dogs, Brittany spaniels. The caretaker
had a few dogs, dogs loose and running all over the property
No farming during the 60s/70s – no crop growing, if they had a
vegetable garden she’s not aware of it, don’t remember other
animals at the time
The field behind the stables was dedicated to the horses [these
are the caved in stables]
She knows 588 Charlotte as the Sheets property and they may
have had rabbits but she can’t recall
I do remember there being a nursery over on that side for sure –
doesn’t recall that her grandfather was responsible for it – definitely nursery and field type over there, more like a tree nursery,
not really vegetables – doesn’t recall the area directly adjacent to
the coach house [referring to the nursery-type field across from
the 588 Charlotte stables, visible in the 1971 aerial]
Doesn’t recall anything specific about the history of the Memorial Garden
Garage had tractors, mowers, furniture, saddles, general storage
A lot of flowers - geraniums, ferns – growing stuff to put out in
the summer [referring to what they grew in the greenhouse]
Photos: 1967

•
•

Mary and Alec Panas – Tracey Panas is the baby (in the 1960s
photo showing the mound)
Lodge was grey stucco [Sounds like it originally matched the
grey stucco of the other outbuildings]
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1931
B1.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1931. (Source: National Air Photo Library).

1934
B2.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1934. (Source: Brock University).
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1938
B3.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1938. (Source: Esri/Niagara County Mapping).
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1953
B4.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1953. (Source: Brock University).
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1954-55
B5.

Aerial photo of the Estate c.1954-55. (Source: Brock University).

1965
B6.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1965. (Source: National Air Photo Library).
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1968
B7.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1968. (Source: Brock University).
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1971
B8.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1971. (Source: National Air Photo Library).
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1973
B9.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1973. (Source: National Air Photo Library).

1976
B10.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 1976. (Source: National Air Photo Library).
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1990
B11. Aerial photo of the Estate, 1990. (Source: National Air Photo Library).
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2000
B12. Aerial photo of the Estate, 2000. (Source: Google).
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2006
B13. Aerial photo of the Estate, 2006. (Source: Google).

2015
B14.

Aerial photo of the Estate, 2015. (Source: Google).
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2018
B15. Aerial photo of the Estate, 2018. (Source: Google).
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C1.

Sketch for the iron arch at garden entrance. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C2.

Sketch for the iron arch at garden entrance. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C3.

1917 Sketch of the Sunken Garden, with enlargements of text. (Source: Sheridan Nurseries Archives).
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C1.

Elevation for the Tea Pavilion (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C2.

Plan for the Tea Pavilion. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C3.

1928 Elevation for the Tea Pavilion. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C4.

1928 Plan for the Tea Pavilion. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C5.

1928 Elevation and Details for the Tea Pavilion. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C6.

1928 Plan for the Tea Pavilion. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C7.

Detail for the rafter end of the Pergola. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C8.

Stonework Details for bridges and lily pond. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C9.

Stonework Details for bridges and lily pond. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C10. Stonework Details for bridges and steps. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C11. Stonework Details for steps and hedge posts. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C12. Front Elevation and Cross Sections for the Swimming Pool. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C13. Plan for the Swimming Pool. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C14. 1928 Plan for the Swimming Pool Garden. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C15. 1940 Plan for the replanting of Sunken Garden. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C16. 1940 Plan for the Sunken Garden. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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C17. 1940 Plan for the Sunken Garden. (Source: University of Guelph Archives).
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